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The factors involved in calculating Standard Visual

Range (SVR) are discussed, and a comparison is made between

the visibility reported by airport observers and the

photographic slide/ optical densitometer method of

calculating SVR. Using slides of Houston, Texas, from the

fall and winter of 1988-89, it was found that the altitude

at which the contrast measurements are made significantly

affects the SVR. Also an index for predicting high and low

humidity was developed using the blue/red ratio of the log

exposure of the sky, and sun/shade target condition.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric visibility is generally accepted by the

public as a nontechnical measure of air quality. Poor

visibility i! associated with an increase in air pollution

which affects human health, and causes physical and

environmental damage. In addition, atmospheric visibility

also has a direct economic impact. For example, in pristine

areas of the western United States, visibility is considered

a major asset in the economics of tourism. People do not

complete or extend their stay at the Grand Canyon if they

can't see it. In urban areas real estate values are higher

in neighborhoods with good visibility, and when the

visibility is poor airline schedules are delayed because

airplane spacing for takeoffs and landings must be

increased, (Murdoch 1987, Chestnut 1987, Ruud 1987).

Further, visibility has been of considerable military

importance. In fact, much of the research in visibility in

the first half of this century was developed for the

military and remained classified until after World War II,

(Middleton, 1952). Aviation safety and military issues

notwithstanding, the majority of the activities in

atmospheric visibility have centered around protecting the

pristine areas of this country.

I
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Assessed in detail in this thesis is one visibility

monitoring method, the photographic slide/densitometer

technique of calculating Standard Visual Range (SVR). This

visibility assessment method was chosen because the

University of North Texas received contracts from the Texas

Air Control Board (TACB) to evaluate photographic slides

from several Texas cities using this method, and I was the

evaluator. The research reported here is an outgrowth of

the issues confronted in the course of doing the projects.

The two main areas of interest were: the effect of target

altitude on the calculation of SVR, and the development of a

method to detect high and low humidity using densitometry on

photographic slides. Houston was chosen for the analysis

because the issue of altitude could be easily addressed

since the target (a building) was very tall and protruded

above inversion layers, and since a lower measurement could

also be taken on the same target.

The topic of visibility is introduced by discussing the

development of laws designed to protect visibility and the

regulatory approach that has been taken to monitor it.

Parameters that must be considered when calculating Standard

Visual Range are examined. Then the experimental results

derived from an assessment of photographic slides of

Houston, Texas are discussed in relation to: the

correlation of airport visibility data with the photographic

slide/densitometer method, the role of target altitude in
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the derivation of SVR, and the use of a blue/red light ratio

to predict humidity. The specific objectives of this thesis

are listed after a more detailed treatment of visibility in

this introductory chapter.

Visibility Protected

In the 1970's, a widespread concern in the western U.S.

was that the region would be degraded by the emissions of

many planned coal-fired power plants. A successful law suit

brought by the Sierra Club upheld the idea that certain

pristine areas should be safeguarded from degrading down to

the level of the National Air Quality Standards, (Godish,

1991). In support of this trend, in the 1977 Amendments to

the Clean Air Act, Congress adopted as a national goal, "the

prevention of any future and the remedying of any existing

impairment of visibility in mandatory Class I Federal areas,

which results from man-made air pollution." (Mathai. C.V.

1987). Class I areas are the most pristine of three classes

of air quality designated by the Environmental Protection

Agency, (EPA, 1980). In 1977, there were 156 such areas

nationwide including National and International Parks. In

the ensuing years, slow progress has been made in achieving

this lofty national goal.
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In general the man-made visibility impairment problem

was categorized into two causes. One was plume blight, the

degradation of visibility due to a smoke stack or single

source plume which initially created a layer of smoke across

a vista. This layer eventually disperses and may combine

with other emission sources to form the second cause of

visibility degradation, haze, a more complex regional

problem associated with long-range transport. Because the

mechanics of visibility were poorly understood and the

instruments for its measurement crude, in 1980, the

Environmental Protection Agency, promulgated regulations

requiring the 36 states containing Class I areas to

identify, and rectify visibility impairment that could be

traced to specific sources. The states were further

required to install monitoring instrumentation to collect

information on visibility conditions, and to develop long-

term strategies to insure reasonable progress toward meeting

the national goal, especially if any "integral vistas" were

involved. Only one state produced a plan, and it took a

court settlement with the Environmental Defense Fund, in

1984 (Mathai, C.V. 1987) to force EPA into a multi-phase

compliance schedule which required, by 1987 federal

visibility regulations for the other 35 states, in the form

of Federal Implementation Plans (FIP's). By 1989 EPA had

completed the promulgation of new source review provisions

for 21 states, monitoring strategies for 23 states, and
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general long-term strategies and integral vista strategies

for 29 states. In 1989 EPA began specifying requirements to

abate visibility degradation for seven specific National

Parks on the Colorado Plateau and as many in other parts of

the country. As a result of the EPA action, specific

sources such as the Navajo Generating Power Plant near the

Grand Canyon began negotiations to retrofit pollution

control equipment and in other cases no action could be

with the visibility impairment, (Scott and Stonefield, 1990,

Shaver, 1990).

The Clean Air Act of 1990 established additional

requirements to attack the well documented problem of

regional haze. The EPA, National Park Service and other

federal land managers are be required to develop the tools

and information needed to support a regional haze

regulation. The act authorized the appropriation of $8

million per year for five years to: expand visibility

monitoring; assess current sources of visibility impairment

(including individual point sources and source "regions");

identify the transport patterns/corridors which bring clean

air to Class I areas; adapt existing models for use in

visibility assessments; and conduct additional studies on

the chemistry and physics of visibility. Some of these

requirements have associated deadlines even though Congress

has not yet appropriated the required funding, (Pitchford,

and Shaver 1991).
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Further, Congress required EPA to establish, by

November 1991 the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport

Commission to assess the interstate transport of air

pollutants affecting visibility at the Grand Canyon. The

Commission will be composed of people designated by the

Governors of western states that are considered contributors

of both polluted and clean air to the Grand Canyon, and EPA

and federal land managers as non-voting members. Within

four years the Commission will make recommendations to EPA

on what measures should be taken to remedy known or

anticipated adverse impact on visibility. The Commission is

specifically required to establish "clean air corridors" and

recommend alternative siting for emission sources planned in

the clean air corridors. Within 18 months of receiving the

Commission's report, EPA is required to "carry out its

regulatory responsibilities," including establishing

criteria for measuring reasonable progress toward the

national goal. The affected states will have one year to

adopt plans consistent with EPA rules, (Pitchford, 1991).

In contrast to all this activity in Class I areas,

urban visibility issues have taken a back seat to the

implementation of the primary health effects based standards

for criteria air pollutants. In this respect many toxic air

pollutants do not impair visibility. Yet a number of cities

such as Denver, Albuquerque, and Dallas conducted visibility

studies in response to the public's clamoring to know what
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was causing that "brown yuckie looking cloud that was

covering their city." The Texas Air Control Board also

began to do limited visibility monitoring in six other

cities.

In January of 1990 Denver instituted a visibility

standard, based on multiple surveys of photographs and

photographic slides of what the majority of the respondents

thought was an "acceptable" level of air pollution. The

standard, 0.076/km is in units of atmospheric extinction and

was derived from the photographic slide/densitometer method

and/or transmissometer measurements taken at the same time

as the photographs. At present, a violation of the standard

does not trigger any particular emission reduction measures,

(Ely, et. al., 1991). California has also recently

instituted a statewide visibility standard.

The development of methods to quantify visibility and

identify the causes for reduced visibility is therefore

central to air pollution control. It is still an on going

process, and after more than a decade of activity in this

area there is still no consensus on exactly how to measure

visibility and on how much visibility reduction will be

needed and at what rate to achieve the legislative goal.

The problem is compounded by extreme regional differences in

atmospheric visibility, and the formidable problem of

quantifying personal perceptions of acceptable visibility
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and then tracking its cause through a complex natural

system.

Visibility Assessed

Historically, the standard technique for determining

visibility was having a trained observer make a judgement

based in his ability to see distant targets. Airports still

use this method to judge the safety of aircraft takeoffs and

landings. Unfortunately this method, while generating a

huge qualitative data base, limits its measurements to

visibilities under 25 km., because that is all that is

necessary for aircraft safety. As a result the full range

of visibility cannot be known and its usefulness for air

quality assessment is therefore limited. Also the use of

human judgement to determine the visibility of a distant

target is very subjective qualitative method, of limited use

in definitely determining causes of visibility impairment.

In order to understand the factors determining

atmospheric visibility, interdisciplinary approaches at

massive data collection have been carried out. For example,

the White Haze Intensive Tracer Experiment ("WHITEX

Shootout," January and February 1987) gathered scientists

together in the Colorado River area of the Colorado Plateau

to study the ability of various modeling techniques to
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attribute visibility impairment to a single source, the

Navajo Generating Station. Though the data are still being

analyzed, the results of the "shootout " has been

instrumental in implicating the Navajo Generating plant in

winter visibility degradation at the Grand Canyon, (Scott

and Stonefield, 1990). Other massive visibility studies

have been: NESCAUM (North East States for Coordinated Air

Use Management), conducted by the participating northeastern

states; SCENES (Subregional Cooperative Electric Utility,

Department of Defense, National Park Service, and

Environmental Protection Agency Study) around the southwest

National Parks, jointly conducted by the utilities and

governments; IMPROVE (Interagency Monitoring of PROtected

Visual Environments), around the National Parks, conducted

by the National Park Service; RESOLVE (Research on

Operations - Limiting Visual Extinction), conducted in

California by the Department of Defense; and PANORAMAS

(PAcific NOrthwest Regional Aerosol Mass apportionment

Study), in the northwest, under the auspices of several

federal land managing agencies, (Bhardwaja, 1987 and Mathai,

1990). The absence of similar studies in the central area

of the United States should be noted.

Basically visibility impairment is a reduction of light

intensity (i.e. light extinction) reaching an observer. The

reduction resulting from the scattering and absorption of

light by gases and particulates in the atmosphere. In this
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connection many studies have been conducted to correlate

visibility with aerosol particle size, and light absorbing

properties of gases. The studies indicate that the

atmosphere in different regions of the United States contain

substantially different light extinguishing gases and

particles requiring appropriate monitoring techniques for

their detection and identification. More importantly, it

has been learned that no linear relation connects visibility

and light extinction. In very clean areas, for example, a

small change in the number of particles will result in a

greater visibility change than the same change in polluted

air, (Maum et.al., 1990). In other words, a minor clean up

operation may be necessary for a National Park in the

western states, while a massive reduction be would necessary

to affect the same reduction in a park in the eastern U.S..

The present consensus is that one control strategy cannot be

recommended for all U. S. regions, and furthermore , that

due to meteorological differences, each region must

determine the degree of degradation acceptable to them, and

then institute control strategies necessary to achieve that

desired visibility level.

The preceding discussion underscores the need for many

monitoring systems that can reliably and inexpensively

record the atmospheric visibility over large regions of the

country. Massive interdisciplinary studies, such as the

WHITEX shootout, are very valuable for basic research
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efforts, but prohibitively expensive as day-to-day

monitoring tools.

The Determination of Visual Range From Photographic Slides

A quantitative criterion for determining visibility is

"visual range". Daytime visual range has been defined by

the World Meteorological Organization as "the greatest

distance at which a black object of suitable dimensions,

situated near the ground, can be seen and recognized when

observed against a background of fog or sky," (USEPA, 1980).

Operationally it is determined by taking a "contrast"

measurement between the distant target on the horizon and

the sky adjacent to it. This contrast is then compared with

the target's "inherent" contrast to obtain an extinction

coefficient, which is then converted to a perceived

distance, called visual range using a formula developed by

Koschmieder, (1924). The visual range may be converted to

Standard Visual Range (SVR), which is the visual range

normalized to sea level and a maximum of 391 kilometers

visibility.

SVR determinations can be made with a variety of

instruments that measure light scattering,(such as a

nephelometer), or instruments which measure total light

extinction,(such as a transmissometer, teleradiometer,
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laser, photometer, and photographic slide), or a combination

of total light extinctions and light scattering. Each

method has its strengths and weaknesses. In a comparison

study of teleradiometry, nephelometry, photography and human

observation, the teleradiometeric method correlated best

with human observations of visibility, while photography

came in second,(Mathai, 1987). Johnson (1985) determined

that densitometry of photographic slides very closely

emulate the teleradiometer measurements.

The photographic slide technique for measuring visual

range has been developed from Duntley's and Middleton's work

and is used extensively (United States Environmental

Protection Agency, 1980) by the National Park Service (NPS)

and Air Resource Specialists, Inc. (a private contractor to

NPS). Color photographic slides provide a record of a whole

scene and can permit the measurement of several points of

interest after the event has occurred. In particular slides

can be used to quantify haze layers, and to document color

changes, (Johnson, et,al. 1985). The photographic

slide/densitometer technique for determining visual range is

very accurate as far as the densitometry is concerned. The

densitometer measures the amount of light blocked by the

emulsion on the film. The techniques' accuracy is contingent

upon consistent conditions of light exposure and the slide

the development process.
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The derivation of SVR is further complicated by:

varying meteorological conditions which upset the contrast

between target and background, such as snow being on the

target or a cloud being behind the target; and by the

difficulty in determining the best possible air quality

conditions, i.e. inherent contrast, (Dietrich, et.al.,

1990).

In addition, to calculating standard visual range,

photographic slides can be used to qualitatively evaluate

weather, and air quality. On the basis of the blue/red

light ratio detected from the photographic slides it can be

ascertained whether the cause of reduced visibility is due

to haze or humidity, when no accompanying meteorological

data are available. Middleton, (1952) observed that on days

of approximately equal visibility the "blue" and "red"

extinction was very similar for humid conditions but were

very different for haze conditions. This humidity/haze

concept has not been further explored in the literature.

Since the SVR technique was first developed for a rural

setting, and then applied for regional visibility

characterization in urban areas, an evaluation was needed to

determine whether any protocol modifications might be

necessary in this new setting. For example, the guidelines

established by the EPA and National Park Service for the

siting of monitoring equipment have no recommendations for

target altitude. This is probably because the protocol was
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developed for the measurement of distant tree topped ridges

whose height is fairly constant, and altitude adjustments

made by the Rayleigh calculations (ones that only consider

atmospheric molecules and extremely small aerosol particles)

were adequate. On the contrary in urban settings the

measurements to determine contrast can be made anywhere on a

target building of 500 feet or more, as long as it has sky

adjacent to it for contrast. Also Rayleigh adjustments only

explain a tiny fraction of the total amount of particles in

urban air. Intuitively there is more visibility reducing

pollution nearer to the ground and if the measurements are

made very high they may be above the most polluted air

especially during an inversion or brown cloud episode, and

thus entirely escape measurement.

Research Objectives

Within the overall framework of atmospheric visibility

as a key monitoring tool for air pollution, the extension to

urban areas of the photographic slide/densitometry technique

for a quantitative determination of visibility was explored.

The specific testing sample was a set of slides taken by the

Texas Air Control Board of the Houston, Texas skyline

between November 1, 1988 through April 3, 1989. Further

refinements of the technique were introduced, with the
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purpose of standardizing the analysis method in order to

compare data sets from other locations and collection

methods. These slides also offered an opportunity to

develop and test the use of a blue/red ratio derived using

the photographic slide/densitometer technique in order to

predict humid or non-humid conditions.

The six objectives of the present research effort are

as follows:

1. To evaluation and interpretation of the atmospheric

factors important to the derivation of standard visual

range and of the blue/red ratio,

2. To qualitatively code, densitometrically measure, a high

altitude and a low altitude pair of target/sky values

on each slide, and calculate the individual contrast

values,

3. To determine the most appropriate visibility threshold

and inherent contrast to use when comparing slide

derived standard visual ranges with airport visibility

data, or when comparing standard visual ranges derived

for varying altitudes,

4. To compute and analyze high and low altitude SVR's

derived from the same slide, to determine whether

altitude significantly affects standard visual range,

and identify any particular meteorological conditions

which cause differences between the high and low

SVR's,
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5. To compute three types of blue/red ratios and determine

which is most appropriate as an index to predict

humidity, and

6. To determine whether a range of blue/red ratios is

symptomatic of haze conditions, or conversely humidity

conditions.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF FACTORS IMPORTANT IN THE MEASUREMENT

OF VISIBILITY

As mentioned in the introduction, visual range is a

quantitative and easily understood method for determining

visibility. It is defined for daytime, by the World

Meteorological Organization as "the greatest distance at

which a black object of suitable dimensions, situated near

the ground, can be seen and recognized when observed against

a background of fog or sky," (United States Environmental

Protection Agency, 1980, p 2). Up close on a clear day the

difference between a black object and the sky background is

very great and therefore exhibits a high luminance contrast

(a maximum of -1). The highest possible contrast (at zero

distance away the object) is said to be the "inherent

contrast" of the object. As the distance between the object

and the observer increases, the blackness of the object will

fade and the contrast between the object and the background

will be reduced. The distance at which the object can no

longer be differentiated from the background is defined as

the "visibility threshold". Contrast, then is a comparison,

in the visible spectrum of luminance (or the amount of

luminous energy) that is reflected from an object vs the

17
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sky. A quantitative description of the condition of the

atmosphere can therefore be made by holding the distance

constant, and comparing daily apparent contrasts with the

inherent contrast. Not to be ignored though are factors

that take into consideration the behavior of light as it

passes through the atmosphere, the properties of the target,

and the observer's detection ability. All must be

considered before the calculation of the deceptively simple

visual range relation, developed by Koschmieder,(1926) can

be solved. More specifically, visual range is affected by

the geometric arrangement of the object, observer and sun,

and how the atmospheric gases and particles along the path

from the target to the observer scatter and absorb light.

The quantitative parameter describing the reduction of

luminance due to these factors is called the "extinction

coefficient". The composition and color of the target and

the detection ability (visibility threshold) of the observer

(human or instrument), also affects the value of the visual

range. When the visual range is normalized to sea level and

a maximum visual range of 391 km., it is called Standard

Visual Range (SVR). Based on a review of the literature,

the following chapter will further explain these key

variables and how they influence standard visual range when

using photographic slides and an electronic

microdensitometer to quantify luminance.
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Airlight,The Lumination Along The Sight Path

When viewing a distant object along a path as Figure

2.1 illustrates, the angular scattering of light by

particles toward the viewer is influenced by direct

sunlight, diffused skylight, and diffused light reflected

from the ground. The amount of luminance and hence

visibility is affected by the angle of the sun in relation

to the target and observer and whether there is cloud cover

over the target or sight path. Low sun angles, for example

cause the direct light to travel a greater distance through

the atmosphere, which results in short wavelengths light

components being preferentially scattered favoring the

transmission of longer wavelengths (red) components. Cloud

cover over the sight path or target also influences visual

range by reducing the scattering of light between the path

and observer, which increases the contrast and exaggerates

visual range.

Viewing a target, when snow, water, or flat reflective

roofs and buildings are in between the target and the

observer, substantially diffuses light reflecting from these

surfaces. This significantly increases reflectance and

therefore interferes with the light reflected from the

target to the observer. Saxena and Weintraub, (1990),

studied six cases of contrast measurements, taken minutes

apart, of a black target under varying cloud conditions.
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Figure 2.1 Three major sources of airtight between the
observer and an object that affect visibility, direct
sunlight, diffused light reflected from ground surfaces, and
diffused skylight. From McCartney, 1976.

Sunlight

Object

Diffuse

SkyIight

Diffuse Light
From Ground

Observer

The largest perceived difference in visual range occurred

when the target and sight path were in shade. Shade

increased the contrast and reduced the airlight scattering

in the sight path. This resulted in greater SVR's than when

the day was clear and sunny. The SVR calculation assumes

the ground reflections are homogeneous and therefore slides

that are snowy, have extreme glare off water or cause the

SVR to be greater than the clear sharp sunny day are usually

disregarded. In urbaii areas care must be taken to orient

the observation point and target to avoid highly reflective

objects such as light colored roofs and concrete

expressways.
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Diffused Sky Light

Scattering by Particles

Visibility attenuation or extinction is the result of

scattering and absorption of light by gases and particles.

Total scattering is a function of the total light scattered

in all directions. For example, for 1 km. distance from

the target, at wavelength 0.55 micrometers, (green), in

standard air, molecular scattering is 0.012 km 1. With

small haze particles it has a value of 0.17 km 1, and in fog

it is 40 km', (McCartney, 1976). Angular scattering is

the scattering that occurs for a particular geometric

arrangement of sun angle, object and observer. Angular

scattering is dependent upon the particle size, the relative

refractive index of the particle and the wavelength of

light. Particles are categorized as small, large and larger

and as illustrated in Figure 2.2 exhibit different

scattering patterns, (McCartney, 1976).

Larger particles, those of diameters of greater than 10

microns, or a radius twenty times that of a particular

wavelength of light, will scatter light in a forward

direction by three processes, reflection off the surface,

diffraction around the particle edge and refraction if it is

able to pass through the particles. If refraction takes

place the wavelength will be shorter when it emerges from
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Figure 2.2 Angular patterns of scattering intensity form
particles of three sizes. (a) Small Particles. (b) Large
Particles (c) Larger Particles. From Brumberger et. al.
(1968) in McCartney (1976).

Small Particles (a) Large Particles (b)

Incident Incident
beam beam

Size: smaller than one- tenth the wave Size: almioximately one-fouith the wavelength of light
length of light

Description: symmetric Description scattering concentrated in forward direction

Larger Particles (c)

Incident ~

beam -- --

Size: larger than the wavelength of light
Description: extreme concentration of scattering in forward direction;

development of maxima and minima of scattering at
wider angles

the aerosol particle, or bent and split as in a rainbow.

Some wavelengths are not able to pass through a particle and

are absorbed by them which changes the color of the

atmosphere since it removes that particular wavelength from

the incident light. Large particles scatter all wavelengths

of light causing the sky to have a white appearance when

viewing near the direction of incident light but otherwise

the scattered light is the same as the incident unless

absorption has occurred. Larger particles are also
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inefficient scatterers of light since their angle of

refraction does not cause a significant deviation from the

incident light path. As illustrated in Figure 2.3,

particles greater than 0.1 microns, less than 1.0 microns

and those whose radii are close to that of visible light

scatter light as much as five times their size and therefore

they are most responsible for light extinction, (Malm,

1983). If there is no absorption then the path of light ray

will not be appreciably scattered by very large particles

and therefore not appreciably reduce visibility,

(Williamson, 1973, Malm, 1983).

Particles of an intermediate (large in Figure 2.2) size

are close to the wavelengths of visible light and scatter

light more than 10 but less than 45c. As illustrated in

Figure 2.3 The relative efficiency with which various
particle sizes scatter light. Note that very small
particles are much more efficient at scattering light than
molecules or coarse particles. From Malm, 1983.

Molecules

Fine Particles

Coarse Particles

c
a" O I 2 3 4 6 7, 9 10

Increasing Particle Size (Relative Size)
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Figure 2.4, this scattering pattern removes a substantial

amount of light for the incident path when the wavelength

considered is equal to the particle size. It is distinctly

different from that of larger particles though the

scattering direction is still predominately in a forward

direction so when either large or larger foreword scattering

particle size range is present, the sky will take on a white

hazy appearance. This phenomena is particularly pronounced

in elevations close to the ground. White haze is usually

caused by burning, crustal elements, salt particles and

sulfate particles, which age in the atmosphere, (Williams,

Figure 2.4 The relative amount of mass for a typical
particle size fraction (top line) vs the amount of
scattering for the corresponding particle ,size fraction.
Note how much more efficient the 0.01 to 1.0 micron size
fraction scatters light. From Malm (1983).

0C

0 0

0 01 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0
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1973). Figure 2.5 illustrates the sizes of some substances

commonly found in the atmosphere.

Figure 2.5 The typical particle size ranges of some common
substances. From Malm 1983.

Particle Diameter, Microns (1 mm)
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The third category of very small aerosols are called

isotropic scatterers. Their ratio of particle radius to

wavelength is less than 1 or in the size of approximately

0.1 micron scatter light equally well in a forward and

backward direction, and with almost the same intensity to

the sides. They are also most efficient at scattering the

shorter wavelengths of light. This explains the blue color

of the sky. Nitrogen molecules scatter the wavelength 0.45

micrometers equally in all directions. It also causes red

sunsets, since at sunset the sun is in a foreword scattering

orientation and the length of the optical path has been

increased, permitting more blue light to be scattered and

other wavelengths of light to proceed, (Williamson, 1973,

McCartney, 1976, Twoomey 1979).

Absorption

Absorption is different from scattering and therefore

the scattering behaviors described above do not apply.

Absorption produces a change in energy states. Absorption

excites a molecule to a higher energy state creating an

unstable molecule. When the energized molecule bumps into

another molecule the high energy state is relaxed and

radiant energy is released, (McCartney, 1976). In the

atmosphere such absorption causes a change in sky color.
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The proportion of light extinction due to absorption depends

upon particle size. Absorption efficiency is high for

particles less than 0.03 pm since absorption is proportional

to volume of the particle whereas scattering is dependant

upon the size or diameter of the particle. Scattering is

the dominant factor in light extinction when the particle

sizes involved are approximately equal to visible

wavelengths, (Twoomey, 1979). Figure 2.6 illustrates the

apportionment of scattering particles (bsp), scattering

gases (bsg), absorbing particles (bap), and absorbing gases

(bag) on light extinction by wavelength, (Sloane, 1987).

The influence of particle size on absorbance can be

illustrated by two common urban air pollutants nitrogen

oxides and soot. Nitrogen oxides cause the air to have an

orange cast since it absorbs in the blue wavelengths. Soot

or carbon absorbs light in all wavelengths causing the sky

to appear gray, but because of its larger size it is a less

efficient blue absorber. If soot is added to the atmosphere

where nitrogen oxides have already produced an orange color,

it will cause the total atmospheric mix to be less blue

absorbing and the net result may cause the atmosphere to

move toward a bluer color. Figure 2.7 illustrates this

color change in an experiment by Sloane, (1987) using

different mixes of soot and NO . The role of absorption in
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color shift when several types of pollutants are involved is

very complex and requires more instrumentation than

photometry alone, (Sloan,1987).

Figure 2.6 Component of the extinction coefficients:
Be = Bsp + Bsg + Bap +Bag. Atmospheric composition: 90

Jim /cc, purely scattered particles (Dg=0.15 pm) and natural

gases. From Sloan (1987).
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Scattering and Absorption Measurement

by Rayleigh and Mie Theory

Traditionally there have been two major methods to

calculate atmospheric scattering. The first is the Rayleigh



scattering method, developed by Lord Rayleigh in the

nineteenth century. His work mathematically described the

phenomenon that causes natural changes in visibility

Figure 2.7 Chromaticity coordinates of the horizon sky
within an optically thin well-mixed, ground-based
atmospheric layer. Total particulate concentration 100
pm 3/cc. Atmospheric composition:

White = basic composition (purely scattering particles)
photometry alone, (Sloan, 1987).
Stripped = basic composition + 0.1 ppm No0
Black = basic composition + 0.1 ppm NO, + soot (C)
Shaded = basic composition + soot (10 Vm3/cc) (C)

Sun angles above the horizon = 4 5 c, 9 0 U, 1350
From Sloan, 1987.
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throughout the day. Rayleigh scattering refers to

molecules and particles less than 0.03 microns. "Rayleigh

air" is defined by the following characteristics: the light

scattered at 900 is almost completely polarized, equal

amounts of light are scattered into the forward and backward

direction, spatial distribution of the scattered light bears

a simple relationship to the direction of observation, and

the amount of light scattered varies as the inverse fourth

power of wavelength, (McCartney, 1976). Lord Rayleigh made

several other assumptions when developing his formula. He

assumed that the light scattering particles were spherical,

isotropic and far smaller than a wavelength of light. The

Rayleigh Law for polarized light in as follows, (McCartney,

1976):

Sc (1)

where Qs is the Rayleigh angular scattering coefficient of

particles <0.03 1, r is the particle radius, and I is the

wavelength. The equation is still used extensively in

pristine areas where pollution influences on scattering is

very low, since it only applies to very small particles.

Basic tabulations of the Rayleigh scattering functions can

be found in McCartney and a more extensive listing in

Penndorf,(1957),(Stephens and Greenwald, 1987, McCartney,

1976).
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Rayleigh scattering functions have been tabulated by

geometry and atmospheric density, and particle count.

Atmospheric density is another way of viewing light

extinction which is obviously affected by the density of the

molecules and particles. The greater the density of gases

and particles the greater the light extinction and

consequently impaired the visual range. Atmospheric

pressure and therefore density decreases exponentially with

altitude. Atmospheric pressure (P), density (p) or number

of particles (N) can be calculated by using the following

equation:

Pz, pz, or Nz = (Po, po, or No) exp (-Z/H) (2)

where Z is the elevation and H is the scale height. Scale

height is a normalizing factor that is equal to a constant

density atmosphere at sea level. For standard air or air

at sea level H scale factor is 8.00 km. assuming an

isothermal atmospheric model, (McCartney, 1976). z

indicates the variable at the site and o indicates the

variable at sea level.

Either atmospheric density or the optical geometry can be

used to compute and adjust the Rayleigh parameter in the

computation of the extinction coefficient variable in the

extinction coefficient equation. The optical geometry

formulas described in the following section combined with
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tables are generally used to find P, p or N, (McCartney,

1976).

Another theory that includes both absorption and

scattering is Mie Theory. This theory describes light as

having the following characteristics:

- the complicated dependence of scattered light intensity

on the angle of observation, the complexity increasing with

particle size and wavelength,

-the increasing ratio of forward scattering to back

scattering as the particle size increases, and

-the reduced dependence of scattering on wavelength when

particle size relative to wavelength is large.

Key features in the calculation are the inclusion of the

polarizing factors of light with increasing particle size,

and an area ratio of electric waves and magnetic waves.

Mie Theory is complicated and only with the advent of

computers has its use come into vogue. To apply it

properly, a sophisticated monitoring network must be set up

to establish the particle size fraction coefficients. Since

no particle analysis was available to the author Mie Theory

was not used in this paper.
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OpticalGeometry

Since the amount of light reaching an observer is so

dependent upon the angular relationship among the wavelength

of light, particle size, and sun and observation angle it is

imperative that the optical geometry be controlled in order

to determine the particle effect on visibility. The

position of the sun substantially influences the incident

radiance for a given time and place and is determined by

the azimuth and the altitude. The azimuth (Z) is the angle

of the sun's rays measured from the North axis. Altitude

(h) is the vertically measured angle between the sun and the

plane of the horizon. These two parameters are related to

the latitude,(L), date and the time of day. The angle of

incidence,(i), of the sun on a flat surface is the

compliment of the altitude. The angle of declination,(d),

changes with the date because the position of the sun

relative to the earth changes. The angle of declination can

be obtained by the use of standard tables. Each hour in a

24 hour day represents 150, one minute 15' and one second

15". Noon is 00 and the time (t), measured in hours from

noon. The calculations are as follows: (Casio, 1986).

cos i = sin h = (sin L*sin d) + (cos L*cos d*cos t) (3)

sin Z = (sin t*cos d)/cos h (4)
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Figure 2.8 depicts the geometric relationship in the

calculation of observation angle 9 In the Figure, 0 is the

observer and the direction of the incident light is the ray

OS, ho is the solar altitude, ( is the zenith distance, az0

is the solar azimuth and P is the point of observation or

target.

As described by McCartney,(1976 p.101), "the direction
of the observation to any point P in the sky is OP,
whose elevation angle, zenith angle and azimuth are h,
C,and az respectively. Angular scattering measurements
are made in the plane of observation formed by the
propagation direction of the incident light and the
direction of the observation. Further the observation
angle 9 lies in this plane and is measured from the
forward direction of the incident light. Hence, the
plane of the observation is the plane defined by OS and
OP. The observation angle 9 is the angle P'PO, which
is equal to the angle SOP. The projection of the SOP
on the horizontal plane is the angle H OH or 8 which is
the bearing angle of the direction of %he observation
from the sun. Angle 9 can be found by solving the
spherical triangle SZP, formed by the three great
circle arcs." The formula for observation angle is,

cos y = (cos * cos C) + (sin C,* cos 8) (5)

When viewing an object from any other angle except the

zenith angle, a refraction gradient will occur across the

sight path to the target. The atmospheric density varies

with altitude creating a density gradient which will bend

light in the direction of the gradient or usually down.

This quirk of optics can enable objects that are past the

curvature of the earth (about 12 mi) to be seen. The zenith

angle of the optical line is different from the geometrical



Figure 2.8 Geometry of atmospheric scattering of sunlight.
From McCartney, (1976).
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zenith angle. Since the amount of refraction will vary with

the types of surfaces between the observation point and the

target, Bowditch (1958) developed a dip angle correction for

this phenomenon. It is 1.14s1 / 2 per nautical mile, where s

is the height of the eye in feet. Tables have also been

developed to correct for refraction by altitude, (McCartney,

1976). The most comprehensive set of tables according to

McCartney was published by Link and Neuzil,(1969). The

refraction adjustment can be avoided by siting the target
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and observer so that the observation is within I degree of

the horizontal.

If a black target which theoretically absorbs all the

light striking it is used for the contrast target or an

instrument such as a transmissometer which records the

extinction of a known light emission is used, the sun's

angles do not substantially affect the contrast calculation.

For contrast evaluations using light targets and

measurements of color change or color contrast, these angles

must be carefully computed since the angle of the sun

substantially affects color, and hence luminance contrast

for different wavelengths of light, (Middleton, 1952).

Color

The quality of visibility is also reflected in changes

in color as well as contrast. Since the angle of the sun so

dramatically affects color, it cannot be used to calculate

visual range. However a characterization of visibility can

be made using changes in color. Most visibility research

done with color uses the Commission de Internationale

del'Eclairage (C.I.E.) color system of identifying colors

which is based on the relative luminance of the red green

blue tri-stimulus colors to the total color. Theoretically

they are of any wavelength, but are usually defined in terms

of red green and blue or X,Y,Z respectively. Figure 2.9 is
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a diagram of this system and illustrates the location of

different colors. Tri-stimulus values are converted to

chromaticity values and plotted on the chromaticity

coordinates, of x and y and sometimes z. Comparisons are

made to a standard such as pure white or the inherent

contrast day in order to document changes in color or

determine the dominant wavelength of atmospheric color.

Dominant wavelength may be related to particle size and

ultimately a cause for visibility impairment.

Color changes very little with the season but it

changes significantly throughout the day. Since sun angle

and ground reflection dominate the diurnal cycle, Hofer and

Farber, (1987) concluded that they are very important

factors in color or chromaticity analysis. Also when the

incident light was behind a target very little chromaticity

difference between different colors was exhibited. Malm,

(1983) reported that as sun angles change causing more

luminance to fall on a scene, its color was enriched.

Richer color is associated with better visibility. Also

reported by Hofer and Faber, (1987) was that north facing

targets exhibit the smallest changes in coloration

throughout the day, the color of a target, and sky does

shift towards blue with increased altitude, and that the

chromaticity of target rather than the sky shift to a

greater extent throughout the day.
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Figure 2.9 C.I.E. Color System Chromaticity Diagram From
Sloan 1987.

Extinction Coefficient

Light extinction increases with distance.

Mathematically stated the extinction coefficient varies

inversely with the square of the distance. All the above

factors, luminance, optical geometry and the distance

between the target and observer, can be quantitatively

described by the expression developed by Allard.

Ex = (Io exp (-13x)/x 2  (6)

where Ex is the path light extinction, Io is the intensity

of the source, x is the distance from the observer to the

target and Bis the volume scattering and absorption
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coefficients. A variation of this formula was developed by

Middleton and Duntley to calculate the extinction

coefficient from contrast measurements. The formula is as

follows:

extinction = 1/r(ln(Co/(C + Ray))) (7)

where r is the distance to the target, Co is the inherent

contrast, C the apparent contrast, and Ray the difference in

rayleigh scattering from the scene and rayleigh scattering

at sea level. Light extinction is also substantially

influenced by another dynamic factor of the atmosphere which

cannot be ignored, humidity.

HumidityM

Figure 2.10 illustrates the substantial influence

humidity has on visual range. The dynamics of humidity can

be first explained in terms of particles. Aerosol

particles may be divided into two groups, ones that are

water soluble and ones that are not. When there is enough

humidity in the air for a water soluble particle to change

phase it increases the particle diameter enough to create

white haze and decrease visibility as illustrated in Table

2.1. Hygroscopic particles are very sensitive to humidity
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since they have a large surface area compared to their mass.

Every size particle has an equilibrium point for a given

humidity. If the relative humidity is less than that point

the particle shrinks. If it is greater it grows.

Temperature is a controlling mechanism. Each particle is a

water reservoir releasing water when the temperature

increases and taking it back when the temperature falls.

Temperature itself though is affected by this process since

water releases heat at phase change. The larger particles

have a greater influence on this than small particles since

they hold more water.

The dynamics of this phenomena can be illustrated by

the daily pattern of a calm air mass. During the day the

atmosphere may contain certain small particles which cause a

blue haze. Beginning at sunset, assuming the proper amount

of absolute humidity, the ground cools and chills the air

above it causing the air to supersaturate. The particles

grow with the absolute humidity. A radiant fog forms and

persists until the next day's sun warms the ground enough to

"burn off the fog" and again create a haze condition,

(McCartney, 1976).

Depending on the types of particles in the atmosphere

visibility will change with the relative humidity. Table

2.1 lists the relative humidity at which phase transition

occurs for several compounds. Particles with radii of 0.1

pm are usually sodium chloride and change phase at 75%
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Figure 2.10 Variation in visual range with relative
humidity at Los Angeles Airport. From Neilburger and

Wurtele (1949) and George (1951) in McCartney (1976).
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relative humidity, while particles with ra4ii greater than

Ipm are usually ammonium sulfate and change phase at 81%

relative humidity. The actual measurement of these

particles in various states of phase change has been very

difficult. Knowing the humidity at the time a measurement

is taken is crucial since particle analyzing methods usually

destroy the hygroscopic affect. For example instruments

such as the integrating nephelometer heat the air ten

degrees to burn off the hygroscopic water before taking the

measurement, (Brimblecombe, 1986, Twoomey, 1979, Malm,

1980).
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Table 2.1 Relative humidity on phase transition at room
temperature. From Twoomey (1979)

Theoretical Experimentally
observed

KflO 3  44 45
M46(Nb 3)2 53 56
NaHSO 4  52 55
NaBr 58 57
CoCl, 67 67
NaCI6 3  75 66
NaCl 75 76
NHC1 79.5 80.5
(NA 4)$O 4 81 80
KC 85 86
KHSO4 86 87
Na2S04  93 91
Na-0 3  95 85
K SO4 97 97

The relationship between particle size and light

extinction at specific wavelengths has been used to

determine the cause of reduced visibility and has been the

subject of many studies. Similar light extinctions can be

caused by any number of different size particles. Middleton

(1952) reported in Visionthrough theA that for

similar extinction coefficients dense fog scatters light in

the red green and blue wavelengths in a very similar manner.

This is illustrated in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. Haze on the

other hand scatters the red and blue wavelength quite

differently. In addition, as graphed in Figure 2.13 the

blue and red extinction ratios will reverse with different

particle sizes. This may be caused by a phase change for
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the particle as the humidity increases and decreases. Each

size particle and chemical compound changes phase at

slightly different humidities. Fog particles are very large

and scatter the blue and red wavelengths of light in a very

similar manner but smaller particles that cause haze scatter

the blue and red wavelengths very differently, and sometimes

even cause the red to be scattered more than the blue.

Figure 2.11 Relative extinction coefficients in fog(a) and
in dense haze (b) of about the same obscurity, on two
occasion at Adlershot, after Foitzik (1938). From Middleton
(1952).
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Figure 2.12 Mean values of relative extinction coefficients

as a function of mean coefficient for the three colors.
Adapted from Foitzik (1938) in Middleton (1952).
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Figure 2.13 Mean values of relative extinction coefficient
as a function of particle size for the three colors of light
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Luminance From Photographic Slides

Middleton, (1952),and Stevens, (1946), determined that

a common 50 mm lens produces a scene similar to that of the

human eye, and Kodachrome 25 slide film reproduced the

truest color duplication of what the human eye sees. The

response of film (emulsion thickness) to light exposure

(film speed) creates a characteristic curve whose slope is

called gamma. The curve is specific for each film and is

graphed for red, green and blue wavelengths. Each cyan,

magenta and yellow film dye layer has a slightly different

spectral sensitivity or emphasizes a slightly different

wavelength for a specific film. Figure 2.14 illustrates

the spectral sensitivity and characteristic curves for

Kodachrome 25, (Eastman Kodak,1987b). Notice that each red,

green, and blue emulsion actually records a fairly wide

portion of the spectrum, and therefore probably has limited

utility for relating a specific size particle to a specific

red, green, or blue wavelength recorded on the film.

From the slide the density of the red, green, and blue

dyes can be measured using a microdensitometer. An

electronic microdensitometer measures the amount of emulsion

or dye present on the slide by measuring the amount of light

transmitted through the slide divided by the total amount of

light incident to the area. Opacity is the reciprocal of
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Figure 2.14 Characteristic Curves and Spectral-Sensitivity
Curves, Kodachrome 25 professional film, 135-size. The

slope of the characteristic curve is called gamma and is
used to convert density measurements from the photographic
slide to the luminance values. The spectral-sensitivity
curves illustrate that there is a wide sensitivity range for
each of the dye layers. From Eastman Kodak, (1987b).
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transmission, and the density is the base 10 logarithm of

the opacity. In other words if the transmission is 85%, the

transmittance is 0.85, and the opacity is 1/0.85 or 1.175.

Since the log of 1.175 is 0.07, the density would be 0.07.

If the density is known the log of the exposure can be read

off the characteristic curve graph for the particular film

used, (Eastman Kodak,1987b). Log exposure is a unit of

luminous f lux in lux/seconds or lumens/m 2 /second. Lumens

are a measure of radiant energy emanating from an object in

the visible part of the spectrum. The human eye is most

responsive to 0.55 pm or the green wavelength. If the log

exposure of the green wavelength is used to calculate a

"photographic range", the maximum range of visibility is 288

kilometers, (United States Environmental Protection Agency,

1980).

Contrast, Inherent Contrast and Visibility Threshold

The contrast equation for a photographic slide is:

C = 1 0 g(Ds -Dt) _ 1 (8)

where C is the contrast, g is the film exposure factor

called gamma, Ds is the optical density of the sky and Dt is

the density of the target, (Johnson, 1985). Once the

apparent contrasts of a series of slides have been taken,

the inherent contrast can be determined.
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Theoretically the actual contrast between a target and

the sky above it at zero distance is the inherent contrast.

The inherent contrast for a totally black object for example

is -1. The inherent contrast can be measured in one of four

ways: (1) direct measurement, (2) the calculation from

target contrast measurements obtained on near Rayleigh or

extremely clear days, (3) the estimation from SVR cumulative

frequency plots and extrapolation of inherent contrast from

target contrast measurements of the same target at various

distances, or (4) measurement of contrasts of a number of

identical collinear targets that are located at different

distances.

Direct measurement is difficult since it is usually

impossible to get to the target and if it is possible the

field of measurement is usually a much smaller area than the

target measurement made some distance away; therefore it is

difficult to match the exact field of view. The second

method is commonly used but should be correlated with an

independent measurement to establish that the day is indeed

a near Rayleigh day. The third method can be used to fine

tune the estimation either of the first two methods. It

also requires several near Rayleigh (perfectly clear)

monitoring days which may take extended periods of time and

cause additional measurements to be taken, but it may

prevent the use of erroneous inherent contrasts. The

fourth method is not usually used since it is very difficult
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to match the observation angles at a variety of distances

from the target, (Air Resource Specialists, 1990).

The choice of a target must be made so as to minimize

inherent contrast errors. The optimum target is located at

a distance that is 25% of the median SVR. and as dark and

nonreflective as possible, (United States Environmental

Protection Agency, 1980). The blacker the target the least

susceptible it is to variations due to sun angle, Middleton,

1952). Saxena and Weintraub (1990) reported the least

variation in inherent contrast occurred between the 1200 and

1300 hours. Also the type of target material caused

substantial diurnal variation in contrast. Besides the

black target, a willow oak tree, gray wall and forest

demonstrated the least contrast variability throughout the

day. A red brick wall, green tank and white wall

demonstrated increasing contrast variability and were not

recommended for use in visual range calculations. Pitchford

and McGown, (1987) reported that the inherent contrast

should vary smoothly with the season and time of day, and

therefore could be programmed into SVR calculations.

In Dietrich, et. al.'s, (1990) paper on the precision

and accuracy of the photographic slide/scanning densitometer

technique, a nomograph of the inherent contrast error is

related to the mean SVR and the distance to the target. It

is reproduced in this paper as Figure 2.15. The calculation

error associated with inherent contrast decreases as the
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Figure 2.15 Nomograph for estimating SVR error as a

function of SVR, inherent contrast and target distance,
assuming scene contrast error is a function of scene
contrast. From Dietrich, Klitch Cismoski, Molenar, (1990).
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contrast approaches the visibility threshold (the contrast

at which a target becomes visible, usually 0.02) and as the

distance from the target increases. Also low inherent

contrast values increase calculation error.

From research based on many human observations made in

the first part of this century, the threshold value of 0.02

contrast was set as the amount of contrast necessary to

detect a black target against a light background,

(Middleton, 1952). The Texas Air Control Board and the U.S.

40-
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Environmental Protection Agency guidelines require the use

of 0.02 for their calculations of SVR. More recently

studies, relating instrument measurements to actual human

reports of visibility are challenging this ratio. Mathai

(1987) determined that a threshold of 0.05 resulted in a

better correlation of human with instrument measurements.

Ozkaynak, et al, (1985) in their epidemiological research on

the relationship between airport visual range and airborne

particles, believe the threshold value is variable and

should generally be 0.16 in urban areas and more

specifically 0.19 for Houston.

Standard Visual Range

Through the work of Koschmeider (1924), Duntley (1948),

and Middleton, (1952), combining the concepts of contrast,

extinction coefficient, and threshold, a visual range and

ultimately standard visual range (SVR) can be computed. The

green wavelength is used since that is the best wavelength

for human perception, (Middleton, 1952, United States

Environmental Protection Agency,1980). The SVR equation 1s:

SVR = -3.912/extinction+0.01 (9)
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The extinction coefficient is determined from equation 7 in

the extinction coefficient section. It is a function of the

distance from the target, apparent contrast, inherent

contrast and the adjustment of the Rayleigh scattering

coefficient to sea level. The above simplified equation for

the computation of standard visual range assumes: the

optical geometry of, path length, azimuth angle, and zenith

angle are the same for the two measurements; the absorption

coefficient is zero; the atmosphere is homogeneous; the

earth is flat; and the object is viewed horizontally,

(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1980). In

short to calculate SVR from a photographic slide the

following information is needed: densitometer measurements

of a dark object and the sky at the same general location,

the characteristic "gamma" curve for the type of film used

in order to determine luminance values for the contrast, and

the optical geometry necessary to determine the Rayleigh

scattering coefficient, (longitude, latitude, elevation,

distance to the target, and time of day). Specific

calculations must be made for each measurement site, and

time of day.

In summary the measurement of visibility is very

complex. Not only is visibility substantially affected by

the amount and variety of atmospheric gases and particles

between the target and the observer, but it is also affected

by the orientation of target, observer and sunlight.
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Minimizing these factors in order to identify air

pollutant's effects on visibility are crucial to a good

monitoring program. Choosing a black non-reflecting target

is best and orienting the observer and or equipment so it is

horizontal with the target and faces north minimizes the sun

angle effect for the in a diurnal monitoring program. Since

sun angle significantly affects color hence color change

cannot be used to calculate visual range. The calculation

of Rayleigh coefficients are necessary to make corrections

for particle scattering. If sophisticated monitoring

equipment is available, Mie Theory can be used to evaluate

scattering from the larger aerosols and absorption from both

aerosols and gases.

Particles that are the approximate size of visible

light scatter it in that particular wavelength. Humidity

radically changes the size of aerosols in the atmosphere and

therefore causes changes in visibility. When fine

hygroscopic particles change phase it usually creates a

white haze. Different chemical substances change phase at

different relative humidities, and for a similar visual

range fog scatters the red green and blue wavelengths of

light in a similar manner, but haze does not. All this may

be useful to identify whether a particular visibility

condition is caused by the weather or a pollution episode.



CHAPTER 3

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS FOR DERIVING

STANDARD VISUAL RANGE

Data Acquisition

The photographic slides used for the analysis in this

paper were obtained from the Texas Air Control Board (TACB).

The University of North Texas had received a contrast from

the TACB to qualitatively code and calculate the standard

visual range for photographic slides of several Texas cities

taken over a two year period. This research is an outgrowth

of the issues confronted in the course of doing that

project. Houston was chosen for the analysis because the

issue of measurement altitude could be easily addressed.

The target was a very tall which protruded above inversion

layers and was situated so a measurement could also be made

lower on the same building. Humidity data accompanied each

slides, and was from a Houston airport. The other

meteorological data was obtained from the Daily Weather Maps

published out by the National Weather Service.

This chapter explains how:

54
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- the photographic slides were taken, qualitatively coded,

and evaluated on a densitometer;

- the methods used to determine the appropriate inherent

contrast and visibility threshold for the altitude

comparisons and correlation with airport observations;

- the calculations made to compute standard visual range for

both high and low altitudes, and the statistics used to

determine how they differ, and

- the steps taken to develop a blue/red ratio index to

predict humidity.

Visibility Monitoring Procedures

Instrumentation

An automatic camera system used to document visual air

quality was set up at the Holmes Road Incinerator, a site

south of the target. Texas Air Control Board (TACB)

installed and operated the system which took photographic

slides of the Houston, Texas skyline three or four times a

day. See Figure 3.1 for a copy of the scene. The automatic

camera system included an environmentally sealed and

lockable enclosure containing:
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Figure 3.1 Photograph of Houston Skyline. Note that the

trapezoidal shaped building is the target used for contrast

measurements. From Texas Air Control Board

-A 35 mm camera with 135 mm lens, UV filter,, winding

system, camera databack (capable of placing date and

time on 35 mm slides), and mounting hardware;
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- A programmable timing system capable of triggering the

camera to take 35 mm slides up to four selected times a

day; and

- Batteries to operate all components.

Site and Target Selection

The TACB personnel selected a monitoring site that

provided a panoramic view of the city skyline of Houston,

Texas. Since visibility conditions were quantified by

measuring the sky/target contrast, the black trapezoidal

shaped Pennzoil Center was chosen as the target. The

distance from the camera to the target, camera and target

elevation, and azimuth angle are all factors affecting

visibility, and were measured or calculated. Appendix A

details target and site specifications. Note that the

elevation is less than one degree and therefore no

adjustment was necessary for that parameter.

Operational History of Monitoring Period

Monitoring at this station was performed three times a

day at 0900, 1200, and 1500 local time from November 1, 1988

until January 16, 1989. From January 17 an additional slide
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was taken at dawn until the monitoring ended on April 6,

1989. The specific times the dawn slides were taken were as

follows:

DATE TIME

1/17 to 1/23 8:10
1/24 to 1/30 8:05
1/30 to 2/2 8:04
2/3 to 2/9 8:08
2/10 to 2/19 7:51
2/20 to 2/23 7:52
2/24 to 3/1 7:45
3/2 to 3/9 7:40

3/10 to 3/15 7:26
3/16 to 3/23 7:27
3/24 to 3/29 7:10
3/30 to 4/3 7:15

This camera used 36 exposure film rolls (Kodachrome ASA

25) and could operate unattended for about 11 days. The

site operator serviced the site every 8 days to inspect the

camera system and change the film according to established

operational procedures. The TACB personnel had the film

processed, and cataloged the slides.

Qualitative Analysis, Slide Coding

Each photographic slide was visually reviewed by the

author and assigned a four digit slide condition code which

was developed by the National Park Service Visibility

Monitoring and Data Analysis Project. Appendix B lists and

defines the specific codes used. These codes identify
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weather conditions, haze layering or plumes, and target and

sky visibility and illumination conditions. The codes were

rechecked for errors when the densitometer measurements were

performed, and discrepancies rectified.

Quantitative Analysis

Slide Densitometry

Using the slide densitometry techniques outlined by

Johnson el al,(1985), and Air Resources Specialists (1990),

the steps to determine contrasts in the red green and blue

wavelengths were determined by measuring two pairs of target

and adjacent sky optical densities in the red, green and

blue wavelengths with an X-Rite Model 419 electronic

microdensitometer. The first pair of measurement were made

at the top of the building and the sky directly above it

(elevation 561 ft.), and the second pair were measured as

low as possible approximately half way down the building

(305 ft elevation). The measurements were recorded with the

aide of a Basic program on a personal computer.

To assure reliability in the densitometer measurements,

the densitometer was calibrated against a standard

photographic transparency of known optical density every

hour, or after any interruption in operation. In addition,
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10% of the slides were reread and 95% of the reread slides

demonstrated values within of 1 percent of the original

measurement. Also, for the "brown cloud" measurements and

for the inherent contrast slides the target/sky measurements

were repeated three times and averaged. This is probably

the better method to mitigate target variability due to

irregular reflectance from the target.

Density to Luminance, to Contrast

The red green and blue densitometry measurements were

converted to log exposure values or lux seconds for

Kodachrome 25 using the characteristic "gamma" curve and the

contrast calculated in a Lotus 1,2,3 (1990) spreadsheet.

Slope and intercept values for the gamma curve were

developed within an error of 0.01. Only the green

wavelength was used in the SVR calculation. The same

procedure was repeated for the red and blue measurements in

preparation for the blue/red ratio analysis. The best

contrast measured on a sunny day for a particular time was

chosen as the inherent contrast for each wavelength and used

for computation in the next steps.
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Extinction Coefficient

The degree of atmospheric interference (light

extinction) was calculated using the method outlined in

McCartney (1976). Two Rayleigh adjustment calculations were

made to correspond with the high and low contrast

calculations. The Rayleigh adjustment was made using

atmospheric pressure in equation 2, 8 km. for scale height,

and finding the difference between the two altitude Rayleigh

coefficients. The equation 7 was used to calculate the

extinction coefficient.

Standard Visual Range

The conversion to kilometers of visibility was computed

using the Koschmieder visibility formula (Koschmieder,

1924):

SVR = In threshold /(extinction +.01) (9)

Usually the threshold used is 0.02.

Methods For the Appropriate Visibility Threshold

and Inherent Contrast

To determine the proper visibility threshold and

inherent contrast for use in the high/low altitude SVR and

airport visibility comparisons, six combinations of inherent
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contrast and visibility thresholds were used to compute the

SVR's using the 0900 Houston data set. They were as

follows:

measurement inherent visibility
abbr. altitude contrast threshold

haa high high 0.02
hab high high 0.05
laa low high 0.02
lab low high 0.05
lba low low 0.02
lbb low low 0.05

Summary statistics were computed for each of the 7 data

sets (the six SVR's and airport observation) and chi square

comparisons made on the six SVR data sets with the haa data

set. All of the statistics were computed on the Lotus

spreadsheet or with a Statgraphics (1989), statistical

package.

Airport Observations vs SVR's

To determine which SVR calculation compares most

favorably with airport observations, a data set was prepared

using only observations when the airport visibility was 15

kilometers or less to compensate for the airport visibility

records which lumps any visibility greater than 20 km in the

unlimited category. A chi square analysis compared the six

SVR data sets to airport observations. In addition, a

Kruskal-Wallace analysis of variance determined if any
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particular meteorological condition caused a greater

difference between the high and low SVRs, and airport

observations.

High and Low Altitude Analysis Methods

Once the proper low inherent contrast and visibility

threshold was determined and the SVRs computed, a high

altitude and low altitude analysis was performed. First a

Kolomogorov-Smirnov Two Sample test was calculated and

cumulative frequency distributions graphed using all the

SVR's and then grouped by time. To determine more detailed

information regarding the altitude differences under varying

meteorological conditions and times, paired sample t tests

were performed and means and medians calculated for the

total data set and grouped by time and meteorological

condition. The times considered were dawn, 900, 1200 and

1500 hours. Humidity was divided into two groups, one above

and the other below 79 percent humidity. 79% dividing point

was chosen by the TACB to differentiate between pollution

caused haze and weather. Weather conditions were grouped

into several categories:

1. whether the target was in sun or shade,

2. whether there was a cloud directly behind the target,

3. the amount of cloudiness in the entire sky, and

4. the type of cloud layering.
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For the 0900 hour wind speed and wind directions were

compared using the high and low altitude data sets. ANOVAs

were run on the high and low data sets separately, and then

the percent change in mean SVR for each group of wind speed

and wind direction were compared.

Blue/Red Analysis Methods

Data Acquisition and Blue/Red Ratio Calculation

The same method that was used for the SVR calculations

in the green wavelength was used to calculate the log

exposure, contrast, and extinction coefficient for the red

and blue spectral components. A blue/red ratio can be

calculated from densitometer measurements, log exposures (of

the target or sky), contrasts or extinction coefficients.

Thus a determination had to be made as to which calculation

would include the most slides and be best for predicting

humidity. Blue/red ratios were calculated for log exposures

of the sky, contrasts and extinction coefficients. The raw

densitometer measurements were not used because they did not

include the conversion to luminance values with the

characteristic curve for film type, and the log exposure of

the sky was chosen over the log exposure of the target since

Hoffer and Farber (1990) had reported that the sky had less

inherent variability than the target. Only humidity
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information was available for all hours. The other

meteorological data were from the National Weather Service

which only collected data at 0700, and therefore only

morning data sets were used for the meteorological analysis.

The dawn data set covered half the monitoring period so the

0900 data set was preferred.

Data Anaiysis

Several approaches were taken to characterize the

blue/red ratios. The red green and blue ratios were plotted

against the humidity by hour and month to determine any

seasonal or diurnal variation. Analyses using scatter

plots, ANOVAs, correlations, principle component analysis,

individual star plots, and factor analysis were carried out

to determine which blue/red ratio is best related to

humidity and which hour of the day and meteorology would

give the best correlation with blue/red ratios and humidity.

More specifically, to determine which blue/red ratio best

related to humidity, scatterplots were made and correlations

were run on both the high and low altitude data sets by time

on the three blue/red ratio options with humidity. Another

set of scatterplots and correlations were made using data

grouped by SVRs less than 22 km. to determine whether

grouping by SVR would be necessary. To make sure the

blue/red ratio was responding to humidity and not some other
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meteorological factor, principle component analyses were

made with the three blue/red ratios and meteorological

factors using the low altitude 0900 data set and one with

the SVR less than 22 km.. Also correlations were

specifically calculated with barometric pressure, and the

three blue/red ratios.

Once the blue/red ratio was chosen, the parameters of

the index had to be found. AVOVA's were run on other

meteorological factors to determine if any subgrouping would

improve the correlations between the blue/red ratio and

relative humidity. Also a sample of 0900 slides, chosen by

qualitative codes and SVRs, were compared to understand how

weather characteristics affected the blue/red ratio.

Blue/red ratio means, and standard deviations were computed

for clear sharp slides (1000), clear sharp slides with brown

clouds (1001, 1003), clear slides with clouds in the sky

(1010), slides with SVRs less than 22 km.. The poor

visibility slides were also grouped by humidity greater than

76% and less than 77%. From this analysis three blue/red

ratio and humidity indexes were developed, one grouped by

SVR, another by sun/shade target condition and the last by

qualitative code and high and low humidity.



CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This chapter is divided into five major sections with

each part reporting the results of the issue addressed in

the objectives. First are the SVR calculation summaries,

second the determination of which inherent contrast and

visibility threshold to use for the high and low altitude

SVR calculations, and correlation with airport visibility

observations, third the results of the altitude analysis on

SVR, fourth which blue/red ratio was most appropriate for

humidity prediction and fifth the development of a blue/red

ratio and humidity index.

The inherent contrasts chosen for each of the spectral

wavelengths and target altitudes are reported in Table 4.1.

Inherent contrast was defined as the highest contrast

obtained on a clear sunny day for each measurement time,

independent of wavelength and date. The low altitude

inherent contrasts were less than the high altitude

contrasts, indicating that there was more light interference

closer to the ground, and noon's inherent contrast was less

than either the 0900 or 1500 analog indicating substantial

ground reflectance and atmospheric mixing at that time. The

low altitude inherent contrasts for dawn are very small,

67
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indicating that at dawn the site was still quite shaded.

Small inherent contrasts increased error in the SVR

calculation and therefore raised the question of the

accuracy of this data set, but it was later determined that

it did little to change the results.

Table 4.1 Inherent Contrasts by time in Houston Texas for
high and low altitude measurement locations. The inherent
contrast was only based on the high contrast on a clear
cloudless day. Notice that the low altitude contrasts are
less than the high altitude contrasts and that at noon the
inherent contrast is less that at either 0900 or 1500.

Time Low Date High Date

Red
dawn -0.22732 2-21-89 -0.64357 1-21-88
900 -0.46011 11-16-88 -0.70813 11-20-88

1200 -0.42332 1-21-89 -0.53383 1-21-89
1500 -0.53521 11-28-88 -0.64862 11-30-88

Green
dawn -0.208127 3-31-89 -0.583337 1-21-89
900 -0.469232 11-20-88 -0.571921 11-20-88

1200 -0.448680 11-06-88 -0.491200 1-21-89
1500 -0.596146 11-28-88 -0.610593 11-30-88

Blue
dawn -0.18128 3-31-89 -0.67442 3-31-89
900 -0.48135 11-20-88 -0.52251 11-20-88

1200 -0.42337 11-05-88 -0.45512 11-05-88
1500 -0.52361 11-28-88 -0.56977 11-20-88

A total of 514 observations were made for the high

altitude data set and 497 for the low altitude data set.

There were fewer low measurements because it was not always
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possible to take both high and low densitometer measurements

since the lower target was obscured by a cloud layer. Some

data were therefore lost by taking a low densitometer

measurement. In the case of the Houston data set under

examination, two observations were lost at dawn, three at

900, two at 1200 and one at 1500. This represented a 2%

loss in data collection, and was not considered a

substantial factor for determining measurement location. So

as not to skew the SVR statistics upward, a standard visual

range of 5 kilometers was assigned to an observation when a

target was obscured due to weather or haze and 9.6

kilometers (the distance to the target), when the contrast

was 0.99 high observations and 103 low observations were

adjusted in this manner. A sample data set is located in

Appendix C.

Appropriate Inherent Contrast and Visibility Threshold for

Altitude and Airport Comparisons

The summary statistics for the 0900 airport observation

and each of six SVR data sets generated using all

combinations of inherent contrast and visibility threshold
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thresholds are listed in Table 4.2. The maximum

visibility for a threshold of 0.02 was 391 kilometers and

for 0.05 was 163 kilometers.

Theoretically, the low and the high visual ranges

should be approximately the same since an altitude

adjustment was made in the Rayleigh calculation. However

Houston is an urban area, with many particulates larger than

the Rayleigh size reducing visibility close to the ground,

so no data set matched the haa very well. This is obvious

from the summary statistics and the Kolomogorov-Smirnov Two-

Sample Test, which indicated the best match to have p =

0.05. Further, a multiple regression was run using data

sets truncated to less than 20 km. airport visibility, and

it too indicated similar results. Therefore, for the low

altitude SVRs, the lba calculation method was chosen because

it most closely matched haa or the high altitude 0.02

threshold calculation method.

Using the seven visibility data sets truncated to

airport visibility of less than 20 km., the Kolomogorov-

Smirnov Two Sample Test (p=0.07) indicated that lbb, the

method calculated with a low inherent contrast and 0.05

threshold, most closely matched airport visibility. All

other comparisons were so different that they did not

produce a level of significance greater than 3.14x10-3.

Figure 4.1 diagrams the frequency distribution of airport

visibility and the six SVR data sets, arranged with
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Table 4.2 Summary statistics of the 0900 airport
observations and the six SVR calculations, using either high
or low altitude inherent contrast and either 0.02 or 0.05
visibility threshold. All visibility is expressed in
kilometers.

measurement
altitude

high
high
low
low
low
low

inherent
contrast

high
high
high
high
low
low

visibility
threshold

0.02
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.05

variable airport SVR SVR SVR SVR SVR SVR
visibility haa hab laa lab lba lbb

sample size 83 103 103 86 86 86 86
average 12 45 18 29 12 41 17
median 12 33 13 23 9 26 11
mode 15 17 7 24 10 28 11
variance 73 2629 456 444 77 2519 437
standard 8 51 21 21 50 20deviation

standard .94 5.1 2.1 2.2 .94 5.4 2.2error

minimum 1 11 4 9 4 9 4
maximum 20 388 161 127 53 391 159
range 19 377 157 118 49 381 163
lower 8 22 9 16 6 17 7
quartile

upper 15 47 19 33 13 40 16
quartile

interquartile 7 24 10 16 7 22 9
skewness 6.5 4.7 4.7 2.1 2.1 4.6 4.6
kurtosis 53 26 26 5.5 5.5 28 28
standard 24 19 19 8 8 17 17skewness

standard 100 55 55 10 10 53 53kurtosis

haa
hab
laa
lab
Iba
lbb
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ascending airport visibility. Notice that the airport

visibility is not continuous but reported as grouped data.

The line with the stepwise increasing pattern is of the

airport. The haa, lab and lbb track closely to the airport

observations indicating that changes in the visibility

threshold have substantially more influence over SVR than

inherent contrast. This finding concurs with Ozkyanak's

(1990) conclusion that the visual range calculation must be

individualized for each city if it is to be used with human

observations.

Further, airport observations and SVR's do not relate

well with inversion episodes. A Kruskal-Wallace analysis

was performed with the cloud layering parameters of no cloud

layering, ground-based or brown clouds and multiple layered

cloud slides. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2 illustrate that

airport visibility and SVRs do not relate well, airport

visibility ranks increase as the brown clouds layers get

worse while low altitude SVR ranks decrease. High altitude

SVR ranks also increase as brown clouds get worse,

indicating that the air trapped under the inversion was not

recorded in high altitude measurements. This raises the

question (at least for 0900 observations) whether airport

visibility data predicts the worst pollution episodes, and

warrants further investigation. Possibly, airport observers

may discount the low level brown cloud layers or maybe the
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cloud layers were only observable at certain observation

angles and not detected by the observer.

Figure 4.2 Kruskal-Wallace analysis of variance of airport
visibility and low and high altitude SVR's with no cloud
layers, ground-based clouds, and multiple-layered clouds.
Notice that the airport observations increase and the SVR's
decrease as the cloud layering worsens.
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Table 4.3 Kruskal- Wallace analysis of variance of airport
visibility and low and high altitude SVR's with no cloud
layers, ground-based clouds, multiple-cloud layers.

airport low alt. high alt.
N mean rank N mean rank N mean rank

no cloud layers 58 39 61 83 71 88
ground-based layer 19 49 24 77 30 88
elevated layer 1 65 1 106 1 132
multiple layers 4 52 6 69 6 97

significance level 0.1 4.1 X 10~ 1.2 X 101

The Effect of High and Low Altitude Measurements on

Standard Visual RAnge

Reported in this section is an analysis of the effect

that the altitude of the target with resulting densitometer

measurements had on standard visual range, SVR. Also

analyzed were times of day, amount of humidity and cloud

conditions to determine if any were particularly sensitive

different target altitudes. The times considered were dawn,

0900, 1200 and 1500. Weather conditions were grouped into

several categories based on the following qualitative coding

regime: whether the target was in the sun or shade, whether

there was a cloud directly behind the target, the amount of

total sky cloud cover, and whether there were layers of

clouds present. The humidity analysis grouped the SVR's

into two groups, one above and the other below 79 % relative

humidity.
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For the entire data set, the high altitude SVR's were

significantly different (p =0.05) from the low altitude

SVR's. Figure 4.3 is a cumulative frequency distribution

comparison of the high and low altitude SVRs, and specific

statistical results for all the times and weather conditions

are in Table 4.5. Kolomogorov-Smirnov Two Sample Test, Two

Sample t Test and the Paired Sample t Test all indicate

significant differences for the entire data set. The mean

SVR for the high altitude SVR was 40 km. and the median was

Figure 4.3 Cumulative Frequency graph of the total high and
low altitude SVR data sets of Houston, Texas in the fall

1988 and winter of 1989.
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27 km. For the low SVR the mean was 34 km. and the median

was 22 km. This represented a 15 % reduction in the mean

SVR or a 19% reduction in the median SVR when the

measurements were made at a lower altitude. More specific

information concerning the mean high and low altitude SVR's

comparisons can be found in Appendix D.

The visibility reduction between the two target

locations was neither consistent throughout the day nor

under similar weather conditions. When the target was in

the shade and when there were clouds directly behind the

target, the high and low SVR difference was greater than

when the target was in the sun or when there was not a cloud

behind the target. The presence of clouds in general had an

affect on the high and low SVRs, as the amount of cloud

cover increased so did the difference in the high and low

measurements. Overall, no significant difference was found

between the high and low SVR's for days when ground-based

and multiple layered clouds were present, but there was a

significant difference at the 0900 hour. Tables of the high

and low altitude comparisons in mean and percent change by

time and weather conditions, ground-based clouds, and

multiple-layered clouds can be found in Appendix D.

To test the effect of relative humidity on high and low

SVR's, data were divided into two subsets; one in which the

humidity was less than 79 percent and the other when the

humidity was more than 79 percent. The results of a
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Table 4.4 Significance Level of the Comparison of High Vs.
Low Altitude Standard Visual Range

Paired Sample t Test showed a significant difference, (p =

0.001), in the high and low SVRs when the humidity was less

than 79 percent. High relative humidity then had a

moderating effect on the difference in the high and low SVR

calculations, but since there was also a significant

difference in the high and low SVRs when clouds were in more

than half of the sky, relative humidity and the amount of

cloud cover did not positively correlate. This raises the

TOTAL DAWN 0900 1200 1500

Two Sample t Test 0.05 0.97 0.39 0.07 0.26

Paired Sample t Test 0.0009 0.93 0.006 0.01 0.04

target in sun 0.02 0.84 0.05 0.06 0.38

target in shade 0.006 0.31 0.03 0.12 0.004

no clouds behind 0.05 0.84 0.12 0.12 0.36
target

clouds behind 0.003 0.32 0.0024 0.06 0.009
target_ I

no clouds 0.09 0.89 0.15 0.19 0.38

clouds in <half sky 0.08 0.005 0.27 0.09 0.01

clouds in >half sky 0.004 0.29 0.02 0.09 0.01

humidity < 79% 0.001 0.84 0.20 0.008 0.01

humidity > 79% 0.67 0.12 0.008 0.57 0.24

no cloud layer 0.003 0.24 0.22 0.01 0.03

ground-based cloud 0.31 0.82 0.003 0.55 0.77
layer

multiple cloud 0.12 0.18 0.03 0.61 0.33
layer
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question of whether clouds concentrated the humidity out of

the sky, thus improving visibility.

High humidity particularly affected the difference in

high and low SVRs at dawn. There was a 33 percent decrease

with high the mean altitude SVRs at that time. Sixty

percent of the high humidity ground-based clouds occurred at

dawn. After dawn the percent change varied some among the

hours of the day but neither the high nor the low altitude

mean SVRs were consistently greater. The most extreme

difference in mean SVRs under high humidity conditions

occurred at 0900 during 2 multiple cloud layering episodes.

The percent change was a 66% decrease with the higher

altitude SVR.

Low humidity conditions very much more affected the

difference in high and low SVRs than high humidity

conditions. Under low humidity conditions the 0900 hour was

most affected but all the hour experienced large differences

in mean SVRs. There was a 53% reduction in low altitude

mean SVR at 0900 and a 19 to 38 percent change for the other

hours.

52 percent of the ground-based clouds occurred when the

humidity was less than 79 percent. 85 percent of the low

humidity ground-based clouds though occurred at 0900. The

percent change in high and low altitude SVRs is five times

greater for ground based clouds under low humidity

conditions. Twice as many multiple cloud layering episodes
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occurred under low humidity conditions. During multiple

cloud layering episodes the greatest percent change occurred

between the high and low altitude SVRs, and as with the high

humidity condition neither the high nor the low altitude

measurement was consistently greater.

Influence of Time of Day on SVR

Figure 4.4 illustrates the difference in SVRs arranged

by the time the slides were taken. Since visibility is a

dynamic phenomenon with predictable diurnal meteorological

patterns, the effects of these diurnal patterns began to be

reflected in the difference in the high and low altitude

SVRs. At dawn the sun was low on the horizon so the

reflection from ground surfaces was at its minimum, and the

night time inversion layer had not lifted, so the high and

low SVRs were essentially the same (Paired Sample t Test,

significance level p = 0.93). The only factor that

significantly affected the high and low SVRs at dawn was the

presence of clouds in less than half of the sky (p = 0.005).

Surprisingly, the small inherent contrast value for the low

altitude SVR did not interfere with this similarity. As the

day progressed ground reflectance and atmospheric mixing

increased, thus changing visibility. As a result the 0900,

1200 and 1500 high and low SVR's were significantly
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different (Paired Sample t Test: significance level , p =

0.0063, p = 0.01, and p = 0.04 respectively). Because 0900

and 1500 did not change in a similar manner, it can be

concluded that sun angle was not the major factor causing

the difference in SVRs.

At 0900 more luminance was available than at dawn, but

the sun angle was still low with a slight forewardscatter,

and ground reflectance was still minimal. Frequently the

inversion layers had not lifted. When no clouds or ground-

based cloud layers were present there was very little

difference in high and low SVRs. Significant differences in

high and low SVRs occurred when the humidity was high and

when clouds were behind the target, in a ground-based layer

and in more than half of the sky. From these results it can

be concluded that sun reflections off clouds and particles

trapped in inversion (brown cloud) layers created conditions

that made the location of the target very influential for

this time.

At 1200 the sun was directly overhead causing luminance

and ground reflectance to be at its maximum. Frequently the

inversions had lifted and the trapped particles were mixed.

The significant difference in high and low SVRs occurred

when the humidity was low, the target was in the sun, clouds

were behind the target, and clouds were in more than half

the sky but not when cloud layering was present. Sunny days
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with high reflectance off the clouds and ground were very

influential to the high and low SVRs for 1200 hours.

At 1500 hour, luminance and sun angle were similar to

0900 hour but with a slight backscatter and a well mixed

atmosphere. The high and low SVRs were significantly

affected when low humidity conditions existed, the target

was in the shade, and when clouds were present under any

conditions except when cloud layers were present. The

relationships between sun angle, particles and clouds were

again factors in the difference between the high and low

altitude SVRs, but to a lesser extent than at any other

time. This was probably because the atmosphere was well

mixed and the altitude effect on particle distribution was

at its minimum.

Dependence on Weather Condition

Clouds behind the target significantly affected the

difference in high and low SVRs at all times of the day.

When the target was in the sun the difference in high and

low SVRs at 0900 and 1200 was significantly affected as it

was when the target was in the shade at 0900 and 1500 hours.

Clouds in less than half the sky affected the SVR at dawn

and 1500. Clouds in more than half the sky influenced the

high and low SVRs at 0900, 1200 and 1500 hours, and to some
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extent also at dawn. Low humidity significantly affected

the high and low difference at 1200 and 1500 hours, but high

humidity had a marked effect at 0900 and less so at dawn.

Ground-based and multiple-layer clouds produced a

significant difference between high and low SVRs at 0900

hour (paired sample t, p = 0.003 and p = 0.03 respectively),

but not at 1200 and 1500 hours.

Effects of Wind Speed and Wind Direction on SVR

Wind speed and wind direction data collected, at 0700

EST by the National Weather Service, were compared to the

0900 high and low SVR's. The ANOVA which was conducted on

the high and low data sets separately. They indicated no

significant difference among wind directions or wind speeds

for the high altitude SVRs, but they did show a significant

difference at p = 0.01 for the low altitude SVRs. Very

small (<12%) differences in the mean high and low SVRs

occurred when the wind direction was from the southwest,

northwest, and north. The greatest difference in mean high

and low SVRs occurred when the wind direction was from the

west. A 58 percent increase from low altitude mean SVR

occurred. This was inconsistent with the SW and NW trend

and indicated that there might be a particulate source west

of the city.
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Figure 4.4 Cumulative frequency distribution comparison

of high and low altitude SVR's (km.) at dawn, 0900,1200 and
1500, Fall and Winter 1988-89, in Houston, Texas.
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When comparing wind direction with ground-based cloud

layering, SVRs greater than 100 km. and SVRs less than 20

km. only ground-based cloud layering indicated a significant

difference (p = 0.05) by wind direction. No ground-based

cloud layers occurred when the wind was from the west and

southwest. The difference in mean high and low SVR's was

greatest when the winds were from the southeast, northeast

and north (55%, 47% and 31% respectively). One elevated

haze episode occurred when the wind was from the

east/northeast, and the low altitude SVR was substantially

greater. The difference in high and low mean SVR decreased

as the wind speed increased. For ground-based cloud

occurrences the wind speed was less than 17 kilometers, and

the differences in mean SVR were higher than 22 percent.

Summary

In summary, a total of 514 high altitude and 497 low

altitude pairs densitometer measurements were made from the

slides of Houston, Texas. The results demonstrated that to

obtain a low altitude SVR most similar to the high altitude

SVR the calculation must use the low inherent contrast and

0.02 visibility threshold. The use of low inherent

contrast and 0.05 visibility threshold was best for

correlation of SVRs with airport observations. When
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comparing the low and high altitude SVRs, there was a 15 to

19 percent reduction in standard visual range with the low

altitude set of SVRs. High altitude SVRs were less only

when the winds were from the west or during one elevated

cloud layering episode. Clouds increased the difference

between high and low altitude SVRs because the high and low

SVRs were significantly different when clouds were behind

the target and when they were in more than half of the sky.

When ground-based cloud layers occurred there was only a

marked difference in high and low SVRs at 0900 hour

indicating something unique about that hour. The high and

low SVR's were influenced by the target being in the shade

at the 1500 hour. Humidity significantly affected the

difference in high and low altitude SVR's. Low humidity

produced a marked difference in high and low mean SVR at

1200 and 1500 but high humidity significantly affected the

difference in high and low SVR at 0900. At the 0900 hour

when no cloud layers were present the high and low mean SVRs

were very similar but when the ground-based and the

multiple- layered were present the differences were

significant and the SVRs reduced. The high and low SVRs

were extremely different for multiple layered observations.

overall, the greatest differences in the high and low

measurements occurred at 0900. The time least influenced by

the change in measurement location was dawn when sight path

radiance was usually at its minimum.
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The Blue Red Rat io and Humidity

As Figure 4.5 illustrates, extinction coefficients were

different for each wavelength and generally the extinction

was greatest for blue and least for red. Theoretically,

when the extinction coefficients of all three wavelengths

were similar the weather was very humid, and when they

differed a low humidity haze was present. Poor visibility

haze situations implied two things. One, the aerosols in

the air mass had time to chemically change, coagulate, and

form larger salt particles of sulfates, nitrates or sodium

chloride, which created a whitish haze, or two, that a local

source was directly emitting pollutant aerosols into the

air. From theoretical considerations it was anticipated

that if particles similar in size to the wavelength measured

were present, they would preferentially scatter or absorb

that wavelength and interrupt the usual trend of red,

green and blue extinction coefficients.

This section reports the results of an attempt to use

this model to develop an operational index based on a

blue/red ratio to predict high and low humidity conditions

(above or below 79% relative humidity). Three approaches to

a blue/red index were explored, one grouping blue/red ratio

by SVR, another using the blue/red ratio and sun/shade

target condition, and lastly one using the mean blue/red
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Figure 4.5 The Relationship between SVR (km.) and the
extinction coefficients (km~1) of the red green and blue
wavelengths. Note that the red extinction is greater at 13
Km. indicating a phase change or haze.
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Figure 4.6 Plot of the Blue/Red Log Exposure of the Sky by

Month. Since the monthly averages did not revolve around

the winter solstice sun angle was not the major factor in

the change of monthly blue/red ratios.
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Figure 4.7 Plot of the diurnal pattern of the blue/red log
exposure of the sky by hour of the day and month for the
1989 part of the monitoring period. Dawn had the largest
blue/red ratios since it is more susceptible to scattering
in the blue wavelength.
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index be associated with the hour at which measurements were

performed.

As suspected, the location the measurements were taken

on the target affected the blue/red ratios. In general,

high altitude blue/red ratio values were greater than low

altitude ratios. Also, the correlations between low and

high altitude blue/red ratios and humidity were

inconsistent. Therefore the decision was made to use low
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altitude measurements for the analysis because they included

ground-based layered clouds.

Next, an analysis was made to ascertain which blue/red

ratio was best for predicting humidity the (1) log exposure

of the sky, (2) contrast, or (3) extinction coefficient. In

addition, since Middleton (1952) speculated that the

comparison of blue and red extinction coefficients may

actually reflect barometric pressure rather than humidity,

the three blue/red ratios were compared with barometric

pressure. Also, other meteorological factors were analyzed

with the blue/red ratios, to assure that the chosen blue/red

ratio wasn't better predicting some other meteorological

factor.

Which Blue/Red Ratio?

Two criteria were used in choosing the most appropriate

blue/red ratio; one that it relate well with humidity and

two that it include as large a number of slides as possible.

It should also be most sensitive to observations with very

poor visibility.

Middleton, (1952) used red green and blue extinction

coefficients, but using the extinction coefficient for the

blue/red ratio was limiting in this study for a variety of

reasons. On many poor visibility days the extinction

coefficient could not be calculated because the visibility
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was so poor that a pair of target/sky densitometer

measurements necessary for contrast calculation could not be

taken. Also, the extinction coefficient calculation used

the additional variables of inherent contrast, distance, and

Rayleigh scattering which introduced additional errors, as

discussed in Chapter 2. The blue/red ratio compounded this

error in several ways. As recorded in Table 4.1 each

inherent contrast color was calculated independently of the

other, the best day for green not being the best day for

blue or red, so the relationships among the red, green, and,

blue (at least on the inherent contrast day) was

compromised. Alternatively, if I had chosen to calculate

inherent contrasts from the same slide (the best green

slide), data would have been lost because red and blue

contrasts greater than the "inherent" contrasts would have

had to be discarded.

The use of blue/red extinction coefficients does have

an advantage; it corrects for distance and altitude and its

use would have been imperative if different targets were

being compared with each other. Because of the inherent

contrast problem, another blue/red ratio closer to the

measurement was sought. Log exposure of the sky was the

most obvious choice since it had a luminance value,

corrected for the film exposure, and allowed for the largest

data set since it could be measured when no contrast or

extinction coefficient could be calculated. For example,
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twenty percent more of the data could be used at 0900 if the

blue/red log exposure of the sky was used rather than the

extinction coefficient. Contrast ratios had the advantage

of no inherent contrast problem, but it also had the

disadvantage of fewer observations than the log exposure of

the sky.

The Pearson product-moment correlation of humidity with

the three blue/red ratios illustrated that each blue/red

ratio correlated very differently, which suggested that they

measured different phenomena. Also, the blue/red ratio

correlation coefficients varied significantly by hour of the

day, some even switched signs. The correlation coefficients

of the log exposure of the sky, for example, switched from

negative to positive as the day progressed. This could have

been caused by a number of factors, such as, atmospheric

mixing later in the day, the introduction of pollution

during the day, sight path scattering and/or sun angle.

Table 4.5 shows that the highest correlations with humidity

were exhibited at dawn and 0900, and the poorest at 1200 and

1500. As suggested in Middleton (1952), wavelength

extinction coefficients were SVR dependent. Correlations

improved when a data set of SVR's less than 22 km. The

correlations were highest with the blue/red log exposure of

the sky at dawn and with the blue/red extinction coefficient

at 0900 using the low altitude measurements. However

additional correlation analysis, as Table 4.6
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Table 4.5 Correlation Coefficient Between Humidity and
Three Blue/Red Ratios

total SVR < 22 km.

b/r b/r

b/r log b/r extinct b/r log b/r extinct

exposure contrast coef. I exposure contrast coef.

dawn
high -0.62 -0.06 -0.09 1 -0.70 0.12 0.03

low -0.55 -0.17 0.08 -0.61 -0.08 -0.17

0900 hour
high -0.25 -0.039 -0.34 1 -0.47 -0.007 0.08

low -0.31 -0.05 -0.40 J -0.41 0.10 -0.72

1200 hour
high 0.17 0.11 0.22 1 -0.08 0.37 0.42

low -0.10 -0.14 -0.06 1 -0.07 -0.13 -0.28

1500 hour
high 0.31 -0.03 -0.28 0.08 0.25 -0.37

low 0.17 -0.07 0.09 1 0.29 -0.25 0.26

illustrates, with SVRs grouped in classes of 20 km.,

indicated inconsistent correlation coefficients, and the

large subset of 20 to 40 km. SVR's exhibited no discernible

relationship with humidity.

Scatterplots of the blue/red ratios and humidity were

more enlightening. The most definitive scatterplot patterns

of blue/red ratios and humidity were at dawn (Figure 4.8),

and 0900 (Figure 4.9) with the blue/red log exposure of the

sky. Appendix E shows a complete set of scatterplots for

each of the three blue/red ratios by the four times of day.

Dawn blue/red log exposure of the sky scatterplots indicated
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Table 4.6 The Correlation Between Blue/Red Log Exposure of

the Sky and Humidity grouped by SVR for Low Measurements at

900 Hour.

SVR Correlation
(km.) N Coefficient

Ir2r.30 -0 .41

22-41 25 -0.11

42-60 5 0.73

61-80 3 -0.99

81-100 2 -1.00

>100 4 0.59

good differentiation between high and low humidity but not

in a linear manner. Instead, data points were clumped in

two groups. This pattern continued to some degree at 0900

with the low altitude scatterplot but with three groupings

instead of two. The third clump was both high ratio and

humidity and destroyed the differentiation between high

humidity and the blue/red ratio. Experimentation with the

blue/red ratio and humidity components at different SVRs

revealed that the clumping pattern was distinct at low SVR's

and lost at higher SVRs, (see Figure 4.8 and 4.9). At dawn,

for example the two clumps merged at an SVR of 35 km. and

for 0900 the three clumps lost their definition at 26 km.

It became obvious that for 0900 SVR groupings with the

blue/red ratio would be inadequate for the index because it

failed to differentiate relative humidity. Another

subgrouping had to be found to use in conjunction with the

blue/red ratio.
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The relationship of the blue/red ratios and barometric

pressure was examined using a Pearson product moment

correlation calculation, with the 0900 data set. The

results were not similar and revealed that the blue/red

extinction coefficient had the highest correlation

coefficient with barometric pressure -- it was 0.61, twice

the correlation coefficient the ratio had with humidity.

The blue/red contrast correlation coefficient was 0.40 and

the blue/red log exposure of the sky's correlation

coefficient was 0.12 indicating that they did not relate as

well with barometric pressure.

Since these correlations were not very high the

relationship between the blue/red ratios and other

meteorological factors were pursued using a principle

component analysis. Figure 4.10 illustrates that the three

blue/red ratios were related in the following way:

-the blue/red extinction coefficient correlated to the SVR,

and was directly orthogonal to the green wavelength

extinction coefficient, and somewhat orthogonal to

humidity,

-the blue/red log exposure of the sky loosely correlated

with barometric pressure and cloud layering, and was

directly orthogonal to the change in weather and

somewhat orthogonal to the blue/red contrast, cloud

cover and humidity, and
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Figure 4.8 Scatterplots of Blue/Red Log Exposure of the Sky

with Humidity Using the Low Altitude Measurements at Dawn.

Each box illustrates an increase in SVR with use of all the

data points in the last box. Notice that there is a clear

differentiation between high and low humidity, and that

there are two clusters of points at SVRs <35 km.
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Figure 4.9 Scatterplot of Blue/Red log Exposure of the Sky

with Humidity Using the Low Altitude Measurements at 0900.

Each box illustrates an increase in SVR with use of all the

data points in the last box. Note that there is not a clear

differentiation between high and low humidity, and that

there are three clusters of points at SVRs <27 km.
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-the blue/red contrast was correlated to cloud cover and

orthogonal to cloud layering.

The factors changed only slightly when the analysis was

repeated using SVR's less than 22 km.. The blue/red

extinction coefficient became a little more closely related

to humidity as was suggested in the correlation analysis,

but none of the ratios were directly related or directly

orthogonal to humidity. Therefore both the log exposure and

extinction coefficient ratios, were somewhat related to

humidity, but probably not for the same reasons or the

results would have been more similar.

Considering the original criteria, the blue/red log

exposure of the sky was tentatively chosen for use in the

humidity predicting index since it related fairly well with

humidity and employed the largest data set. Further it

could be utilized when the visibility was so poor that no

SVR could be calculated.

Presented in Table 4.7 is the index using the blue/red

log exposure of the sky grouped by SVR for dawn high 
and low

target altitude data sets. This index method is good for

dawn but very limiting for the 0900 and the rest of the day.

Additional understanding of how the blue/red log exposure of

the sky values related to meteorology and other factors 
was

needed.
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Figure 4.10 Principle component analysis considering

humidity and the three blue/red ratios of log exposure,

contrast and extinction coefficient.

Principle Component Analysis

Component Percent of Cumulative

Number Variance Percentage

humidity 27.6 27

SVR 18.8 46

green extinction coef 12.1 58

b/r log exposure 8.7 67

b/r contrast 8.1 75

b/r extinction coef. 4.9 80

cloud cover 4.5 85

wind speed 3.7 88

wind direction 3.3 92

change in weather 3.1 95

barometric pressure 2.2 97

cloud layering 1.5 99

code 3 cloud cover .9 100

.6

SR wind direction
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Table 4.7 Predictor of high humidity using the blue/red log

exposure of the sky grouped by SVR.

Hifh onTarget Low on Target

SVR Less
Than K.dawn dawn

10~ <0.84

11 - <0.84

12 - <0.80

13 <0.75

14 <1.00 <0.75

15 <0.97 <0.75

16 <0.93 <0.75

17 <0.93 <0.75

18 <0.93 <0.75

19 <0.93 <0.75

20 <0.93 <0.75

21 <0.93 <0.75

22 <0.92 <0.75

23 <0.92 <0.75

24 <0.92 <0.75

25 <0.92 <0.75

26 <0.92 <0.75

27 <0.92 <0.75

28 <0.92 <0.75

29 <0.92 <0.75

30 <0.92 <0.75

31 <0.92 <0.75

32 <0.92 <0.75

33 <0.92 <0.75

34 <0.92 <0.75

35 <0.92 <0.75

36 <0.92 <0.75

>37 <0.74 <0.75

Characterization of the Blue/Red Log Exposure of the Sky

In search of another factor that would better

differentiate high humidity with the blue/red ratio, star

plots of meteorological influences were made for each

observation, and grouped by the blue/red ratio of the log

exposure of the sky, (Figure 4.11). Each ray illustrated

the magnitude of the factor. "Rockets" were very clear
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days, "butterflies" were rainy days and "little railroad

spikes" represented stagnant weather conditions, usually

with a brown cloud day. The number under each observation

was the number of the day beginning with November 1, 1988.

The only clearly obvious result obtained from this analysis

was that blue/red log exposure of the sky ratios of less

than 0.7 represented foggy conditions. This was not the

expected result. Very high humidity was supposed to have

high blue red ratios. Foggy conditions, however, were not

solely confined to these groups. The conclusion drawn here

was that fog scattered much more blue than ordinary cloudy

or rainy scenes. Listed in Table 4.8 are the results of

several one-way analyses of variance, with other

meteorological factors and the blue/red log exposure of the

sky. Only wind directions produced significant differences

(p= 0.04) with northwest and southwest winds exhibiting the

lowest mean blue/red ratios, and calm winds produced the

highest mean ratios, see Table 4.9. Surprisingly, the

blue/red ratio was much higher (0.78) when the wind was from

the west. With southeasterly winds the ratios were fairly

low.

Within each wind direction there was only good

correlation (greater than 0.62) between the blue/red log

exposure of the sky and humidity when the winds were from

the southwest or calm. Scatterplots of both blue/red log

exposure of the sky and the blue/red extinction coefficients
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Figure 4.11 The Influence of Weather on the Blue/Red Ratio
by Individual Observation and Grouped by Blue/Red Ratio.
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Table 4.8 The Blue/Red Log Exposure of the Sky and One Way

Analysis of Variance Calculated for Each Meteorological
Factor

Level of fignificancep)L

Wind Speed 0.30
Weather Condition 0.75
Barometric Pressure 0.19

Cloud Cover 0.24
Cloud Layering 0.08
Wind Direction 0.04

by wind direction indicated that high humidity conditions

came from all wind directions, but that most of the low

humidity conditions occurred when the wind was calm or from

0 to 90 degrees. With easterly wind directions the blue/red

ratios did not exhibit a relationship with changing

humidity. In short, wind direction was not the factor that

Table 4.9 Correlation and Mean Blue/Red Log Exposure by

Wind Direction. Calm winds and winds from the southwest

exhibited the best correlations.

mean correlation

wind direction N b/r log exposure coefficient

northwest 15 0.65 0.35

southwest 4 0.68 -0.64

southeast 16 0.71 -0.19

south 10 0.74 -0.13

north 12 0.77 -0.16

west 2 0.78 -1.00

east 6 0.78 0.29

northeast 8 0.79 -0.19

calm 5 0.82 -0.62

ANOVA Significance level .0469
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would make an index possible for later in the day. Visually

choosing a sample of 0900 slides with very clear conditions,

and very poor visibility, an analysis was made with the

blue/red log exposures of the sky and humidity.

As Table 4.10 illustrates, considerable weather

variability within the poor visibility category was

revealed. This variability was consequently reflected in

the blue/red ratios. In general, at 0900, for clear, sharp,

high SVR, low humidity scenes the mean blue/red ratio was

0.82 and when there was a brown cloud layer it was 0.84.

When the day was clear and sharp but clouds were in the sky

the blue/red ratio dropped to a mean of 0.76. (Appendix B

has a complete list of codes and definitions.) When the

visibility of the measurable slides was less than 20

kilometers, nine different cloud regimes existed, and 68

percent of these measurable slides the humidity was above

76% indicating that humidity was a substantial influence on

the poor visibility. When the relative humidity was high

(greater than 76%) the mean blue/red log exposure of the sky

was 0.74 and when the humidity was low (less than 77%) the

mean blue/red log exposure increased to 0.85. For poor

visibility low humidity situations then, the blue/red log

exposure of the sky values can be generally characterized as

having a mean blue/red ratio of 0.84, with a single layer

brown cloud, and with other clouds also present.
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Table 4.10 Characterization of the Blue/Red Log Exposure of

the Sky and Type of Day, Qualitative Code, Relative
Humidity, and SVR (km.).

Sharp Clear Day Sharp with
Sharp.Clear DZa i/Brown Clouds Clouds in Sky

b/r b/r b/r
ratio date SVR %H ratio date SVR %H j ratio date SVR %H

1/21 165 48 .83
3/31 116 53 j .82
2/23 106 47 1 .82

.87

3/29
3/30
2/22

11/29

78
66
49
24

58
70
49
34

I .75
.77

12/28 93
2/21 40

Poor Visiblity,
SVRLESS Than 20 Kilometers_

Low Humidity High Humidity

b/r b/r
code ratio date SVR humid code ratio date SVR humid

1011 .84 2/9 17 52 1003 .84 2/13 17 85

0120 .94 3/16 9 62 0120 .81 2/1 19 93

0121 .84 1/4 17 68 j 0120 .77 1/20 19 77

0121 .84 3/31 17 62 j 0120 .84 4/2 18 84

0121 .87 3/27 13 76 I 0120 .82 3/17 13 90

0121 .80 12/4 19 48 0120 .88 2/19 12 92

1011 .90 2/10 19 35 1 0120 .80 2/4 11 91

1011 .84 2/9 18 52 j 0120 .87 3/28 11 90

0120 .78 12/20 11 87
0120 .82 2/15 9 90
0120 .76 1/16 9 89

1 1023 .82 12/14 19 83

1110 .50 11/2 19 100
1120 .69 1.30 16 90
1120 .71 3/13 14 83

I 1120 .75 3/14 12 87

I 1120 .56 11/3 15 84

1 1120 .56 11/4 12 87
1120 .57 11/9 12 93

mean b/r ratio 0.85 1 mean b/r ratio 0.62

.85
,82
.81

67
76

|standard deviation 0.040 standard deviation 0.112
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Poor visibility, high humidity were more complicated-- they

were cloudy but divided between having sun on the target or

not. When the sun was shining through "fogs" or "hazes" of

varying densities, (codes 1110,and 1120), the very lowest

mean blue/red ratios of 0.62 occurred. When the target was

in the shade, with clouds behind it and in more than half of

the sky, with no ground-based cloud layering (code 0120),

the blue/red ratio was 0.81. Comparing the same codes and

low humidity, the blue/red ratio was 0.94, and if the brown

clouds were included the mean blue/red ratio was 0.85 --

still considerable higher than the high humidity

counterpart.

This analysis resulted in several significant insights

into the blue/red log exposure of the sky. It indicated

that the blue/red ratio of the sky did not behave as

Middleton's blue/red ratio of the extinction coefficients

had. Instead, the values increased when humidity decreased.

Generally, the blue/red ratio could differentiate between

high and low humidity at 0900 as long as the comparison was

made among similar SVR's, and sun shining on fog

significantly reduced the blue/red log exposure of the sky.

This analysis introduced the idea that sun on the target

might be what the blue/red log exposure of the sky was

actually differentiating and not necessarily humidity. It

explained that sun on fog, not just fog was the factor that

caused the clear differentiation with humidity but would it
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give a way to differentiate humidity when the blue/red

ratios were high? This analysis gave insight to the extreme

ends of visibility, but it demanded that further analysis be

done on the all of the 0900 data set to establish the

sun/shade target conditions relationship with the blue/red

ratios, humidity, SVR and meteorology. Also it questioned

the decision to use the blue/red log exposure of the sky in

the index to predict humidity.

Approaches to Predict Humidity Using Blue/Red Ratio

Several approaches were taken to test the target/shade

differentiation as a humidity predictor. A factor analysis

confirmed a strong relationship of humidity with the

sun/shade target condition. Scatterplots of blue/red ratios

of the sky and extinction coefficients with humidity and

target in the sun and shade were compared. Results showed,

and Figure 4.12 illustrates, that at dawn 95% of the high

humidity slides were shady, and 57% of the low humidity

slides had sun on the target. At 0900, high (<0.76)

blue/red log exposures of the sky indicated that 70% of the

low humidity slides had sun on the target, and 84% of the

high humidity ratios target's were in the shade. This meant

that a large percentage of the high blue/red log exposures

of the sky could be differentiated with the sun/shade target
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Figure 4.12 Scatterplots of blue/red ratios with humidity

and target condition. "0" point numbers indicate the target

was in the shade and "1" indicates the target was in the

sun.
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code. The differentiation also seemed to be possible for

1200 and 1500 also.

The blue/red extinction coefficient did not give a

clear target in the shade differentiation. Testing the

relationship of the two target conditions with a Pearson

product-moment correlation analysis revealed a correlation

coefficient of -0.61 using the blue/red log exposure of the

sky when the target was in the sun, and no relationship when

the target was in the shade. The correlations were not as

high when the blue/red extinction coefficient was used but

as with the blue/red log exposure of the sky, when the

target was in the sun the correlation coefficient was better

(-0.44). The sun on the target grouping exhibited more of a

nonlinear, negative logistic relationship of the blue/red

ratio with humidity than a linear relationship.

which would result in a two trend relation with humidity.

Combining all four qualitative codes in an ANOVA with

blue/red log exposure of the sky and humidity revealed a

significant difference of p=0.0004 between the codes.

Figure 4.13 illustrates the results. For a complete list

of codes interpretation see Appendix B. Foggy slides with

sun on the target (1110 and 1120) clearly exhibited lower

ratios. Increasing cloud cover (1000, 1020, 1110 and 1120)

generally decreased the blue/red values, but worsening

ground-based cloud layering (1000, 1001, 1003,) increased

the ratio.
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Figure 4.13 Box (95% confidence intervals) and whisker

plots (range) of the blue/red log exposure of the sky
grouped by qualitative codes. The shade on the target had

codes <1000, and the rest had sun on the target. For the

sunny slides as the amount of clouds increased the ratio
decreased but as the ground-based clouds worsened the ratio
increased. See Appendix B for code definitions.
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due to particle growth. Practically all of the shady slides

were also high humidity scenes. In addition, there could be

some difference in the optics of non-hygroscopic particles

vs hygroscopic particles during high humidity situations

Dividing the codes by high and low humidity and

performing another analysis of variance with the blue/red

log exposure of the sky and blue/red extinction coefficient

ratios, revealed a significant difference between codes with

the blue/red log exposure of the sky when the humidity was

high. Also the F-ratio was greater than one whether the

humidity was high or low indicating the variance was

greatest between the groups. As Table 4.11 and Figure 4.14

illustrates, for each code that could be matched with a high

and low humidity, the high humidity mean blue/red log

exposure of the sky was a smaller value than the low

humidity blue/red ratio value. The correlation between the

blue/red log exposure of the sky and humidity were good

except for code 0120. This is the condition where the

target is in the shade, clouds are behind the target and

covering more than half of the sky.

Results were not as good with the blue/red extinction

coefficient. The blue/red extinction coefficient ANOVA,

revealed no significant differences between any of the

codes. The correlations with humidity and the blue/red ratio

by codes were lower than the log exposure of the sky

correlations except for the code 0120.
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Table 4.11 Mean blue/red ratio by qualitative code, and
correlation of blue/red ratios and humidity by qualitative
codes for 0900.

BLUE/RED
LOG EXPOSURE OF THE SKY

mean
N b/- rratio-
7 0.83
2 0.84

6
5

4

4
2
2

Total mean

0.81
0.84
0.88
0.75
0.85
0.78
0.78

0.76
0.81
0.82

.h-ihhumidity.

mean
Nb r r a tio

28 0.80
4 0.82
1 0.87

1 0.84

2
1

I
I
8

0.79
0.75

0.82
0.50
0.67
0.77

correlation
coefficient

N correlation
36 -0.12
6 -0.63
1
6 -0.62
5 -0.48
1
1
6 -0.93
3 -0.87

1
9 -0.49

BLUE/RED
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

low humidity

mean
N b/r ratio-
9 2.31
2 1.69

6
3
I
4
2
2

3.64
1.89
3.07
1.83
4.91
2.21

1 1.93

Mghhumidit

mean
N b/r ratio

15 1.87
2 2.70
1 2.66

2
I

0.93
2.14

1 1.22
1 0.79
6 1.37

Total mean 2.61 
I . 74

correlation
coefficient

N Correlation
22 -0.41
4 0.94
1
6 -0.50
3 -0.14
1

3 -0.56

1
6 0.27

code
0120
0121
0122
1000
1001
1003
1010
1011
1020
1021
1023
1110
1120

code
0120
0121
0122
1000
1001
1010
1011
1020
1021
1023
1110
1120

1.74Total mean 2.61
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Figure 4.14 Bar graph of the mean blue/red log exposure of
the sky by low and high humidity and by qualitative codes.
The left bar for each code is low humidity and the right
high humidity. 95% confidence interval between + and *.
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dawn. Table 4.7 demonstrates this method. Its use is

severely limited because is unable to predict most humidity

conditions at other times of the day. The second method

utilized the sun/shade target condition code at dawn by

determining whether the blue/red log exposure of the sky was

less than 0.92. At 0900, when blue/red ratios less than

0.76, the weather condition was foggy with sun on the

target. When blue/red log exposures of the sky were greater

than 0.76 the sun/shade target condition code was used. If

the target was in the shade a high humidity conditions

existed. If the target was in the sun, a low humidity

condition existed. Also a preliminary look at 1200 and

1500 suggested that the 0900 method could similarly be

applied to these times as well.

The third method consisted of comparing the blue/red

ratio in question with the mean blue/red log exposure of the

sky that had been determined for high and low humidity for

each code and time.

None these methods were validated since dividing the

data sets would result in too few observations. All of the

methods need to be applied to much larger data sets and for

monitoring periods that extended over an entire year for

their validity to be established. This is especially true

for the third method due to the variation within each code

and humidity grouping as well as its small sample size for

some codes.
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Summary

In summary, of the three blue/red ratios, the blue/red

log exposure of the sky had the largest data set and was

best able to predict high or low humidity. The first

humidity predicting method was derived from scatterplots of

blue/red ratios and humidity and can only be used at dawn.

The data were grouped by SVR then predicted the humidity

from the blue/red ratio. The ability of the blue/red log

exposure of the sky to predict high and low humidity was

perfect at dawn, using the SVR grouping method when the SVR

was less than 35 km..

Since this method was severely limiting a second method

was devised. The problem was that low blue/red log

exposures of the sky predicted sunny high humidity

situations at 0900, but high blue/red ratios occurred when

the humidity was both low and high. The use of sun/shade

target condition code made it possible to differentiate high

and low humidity conditions. 84% of the high humidity

scenes could be accurately differentiated using that code in

connection with the blue/red ratio. A preliminary

examination suggested that the method could be applied to

1200 and 1500 also.

No relationships between humidity and the blue/red log

exposure of the sky could be made when the target was in the

shade. Why shade on the target made the blue/red ratio
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insensitive to humidity has several possible explanations:

the possibility that insensitive non-hygroscopic particles

were present, that once the particle phase change had

occurred the optics no longer change with increasing

humidity or that the blue/red ratio was really only

predicting sun and shade on the target, and that parameter

just coincidently related to humidity.

A third method to predict humidity was devised by

calculating a table of mean blue/red log exposures of the

sky grouped by all four target condition codes combined as

one, and high and low humidity with 95% confidence

intervals. The means ratios were developed with very few

data points and need further validating. However, they

demonstrated, that within each code the blue/red ratio value

decreased with increasing humidity, that as more clouds were

in the scene the ratio increased, and that within each

general weather condition the blue/red ratio increased with

worsening ground-based cloud layer conditions.

The only meteorological factor, besides sun on the

target, that exhibited a significant difference with

blue/red ratios was wind direction. The mean blue/red log

exposure of the sky was lowest when the wind direction was

from the northwest and southwest suggesting that weather

from those directions was sunny with clouds.



CONCLUSION

When calculating standard visual range from

photographic slides a number of factors must be considered.

Discussed at length were the influences of sun angle, sight

path radiance, humidity, particle scattering and absorption,

inherent contrast, visibility threshold, and the

photographic slide conversion to luminance values using the

characteristic gamma curve. Using the principles derived

from this review of the literature, analyses were made on a

set of photographic slides of Houston, taken in the fall and

winter of 1988-89. The objectives were to determine the

influence of target altitude on standard visual range,

inherent contrast and visibility threshold. In addition

three methods were proposed to predict high and low humidity

using photographic slides.

Comparisons made of six different SVR calculation

methods and human airport observations determined that the

low altitude calculation method most similar to the high

altitude SVR used the low inherent contrast and 0.02

visibility threshold. The SVR calculation method most

similar to human observations used low measurements, low

inherent contrast and 0.05 visibility threshold. With the

chosen low altitude SVRs and the high altitude SVRs,

analysis determined that measurement location (target

altitude) significantly affected Standard Visual Range. Low

118
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SVRs were 15 to 19 per cent less than the high SVRs, but the

reductions were not uniform varying significantly with cloud

conditions, humidity and time of day. Differences in the

mean high and low altitude SVRs were greater when the target

was in the shade and when there were clouds behind the

target. Overall, significant differences in low and high

SVRs occurred with increased cloudiness but not when cloud

layering was present. Significant differences in high and

low SVR's during cloud layering episodes occurred only at

0900, indicating an unique atmospheric condition that was

probably due to a combination of sun angle, and rush hour

pollution trapped under low mixing heights. Cloud layering

occurred 25 percent of the time at 0900 making it a

significant factor to be considered for that hour. 85

percent of the ground-based clouds occurred when the

humidity was low indicating a particulate buildup. In

addition, airport observations and SVRs did not agree during

ground-based cloud layering episodes at 0900. During

ground-based cloud conditions the airport observations

reported better than normal visibility while the SVR

calculations indicated worse visibility, and when the cloud

layer was more severe (a multiple level ground-based cloud)

the airport visibility increased and the SVRs decreased.

More research needs to be done to determine the reason for

this discrepancy.
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SVR was least affected by measurement location at dawn

because the sight path extinction was minimal and the sun

angle low. At 0900, when no weather was indicated the high

and low altitude SVRs were very similar but the presence of

clouds and cloud layering significantly effected the

different in SVRs. At 1200 the high and low SVR's were

significantly affected by the target being in the sun, and

when clouds were present but not when cloud layers were

present. Cloud layering did not have a great effect at

1200. At 1500 the high and low measurements were

significantly affected by the target being in the shade,

clouds behind the target, low humidity and when no cloud

layers were present.

Very low differences in the high and low SVR's occurred

when the winds were from the southwest, northwest and north.

The greatest difference in mean high and low SVRs occurred

when the wind direction was from the west, a 58 percent

increase from low altitude mean SVR. This was inconsistent

with the SW and NW trend and indicated that there might be a

particulate source west of the city. In comparing wind

direction and differences in high and low altitude SVR when

the visibility was poor and a ground-based cloud layer was

present, a significant difference occurred when the winds

were from the southeast northeast and north. The difference

in high and low mean SVR decreased as the wind speed

increased.
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Finally, in an effort to find a way to determine by

means of photographic slides whether reduced visibility was

due to haze pollution or humidity, three methods for

predicting high and low relative humidity with a blue/red

ratio were developed using the blue/red log exposure of the

sky, and qualitative codes. It was determined that of the

three blue/red ratios, the blue/red log exposure of the sky

had the largest data set and was best able to predict high

or low humidity. The first index attempt grouped data by

SVR and then predicted humidity by scatterplots. The

ability of the blue/red log exposure of the sky to predict

high and low humidity was excellent at only dawn. At 0900

low blue/red log exposures of the sky could predict sunny

high humidity situations, but high blue/red ratios occurred

both when the humidity was both low and high, necessitating

the development of a second method. The second method used

the blue/red log exposure of the sky and the sun/shade

target condition code. 84% of the high humidity scenes

could be accurately differentiated using that code in

connection with the blue/red ratio. A preliminary

examination suggested that the method could be applied to

1200 and 1500 as well.

No relationship between the blue/red log exposure of

the sky and humidity could be determined when the target was

in the shade. The insensitivity of the blue/red log

exposure of the sky to changes in humidity when the target
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was shaded has several possible explanations: the presence

of non-hygroscopic particles, the possibility that once the

particle phase change had occurred the optics no longer

changed with increasing humidity, or that the blue/red ratio

was really only predicting sun and shade on the target, and

that parameter just coincidently related to humidity.

A third method of predicting humidity was devised by

calculating a table of mean blue/red log exposures of the

sky grouped by combined target condition codes and high and

low humidity. The means ratios were developed with very few

data points and need further validating. However, they

demonstrated the following: that within each code the

blue/red ratio increased with increasing humidity, that as

more clouds were in the scene the ratio increased, and that

within each general weather condition the blue/red ratio

decreased with worsening ground-based cloud layer.

In conclusion, over five hundred slides of the Houston,

Texas skyline were analyzed using the photographic

slide/densitometric visibility assessment method. A review

of the literature suggested and the analysis confirmed that

the type of target measured, target/detector optical

geometry, sight path interferences, time of day and weather

conditions significantly affect visibility. Using a

visibility threshold of 0.02 and inherent contrasts measured

from the same location as the data set, it was determined

that the altitude a target measurement is made,
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significantly affects the Standard Visual Range. Low target

altitude SVRs were 15 to 19 % less than the high target

altitude SVRs, but the differences were not uniform, varying

significantly with cloud conditions, humidity and time of

day. Airport observations were usually less than SVRs

except during brown cloud episodes when they were greater.

Use of a larger visibility threshold is necessary to

correlate SVRs and airport observations.

It was demonstrated that a humidity predicting index

was possible using the blue/red log exposure of the sky.

The indexes developed were target altitude and hour

specific. Three types of indexes were attempted. The first

method was only successful at dawn and was derived from

scatterplots of the blue/red ratio and humidity. It

predicted humidity from a comparison of the blue/red ratio

and SVR. The second method predicted humidity based on

blue/red ratio and whether the target was in the sun or

shade. Lastly the third method was based on the mean

blue/red ratio during high and low humidity conditions

grouped by qualitative code. All of the index methods need

to be validated with more data which is not available.
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Appendix A Houston, Texas, Site and Target Specifications

Automatic Camera Site
Holmes Road Incinerator, 3301 Belfort
Latitude: 290 40' 8"
Longitude: 950 22' 34"
Elevation: 150 ft.

Target
Distance: 6.2 mi.
Elevation: 50 ft.(elevation) + 511 ft. = 561 ft.
Bearing: 6
Elevation Angle: 10
Latitude: 290 45' 34"1
Longitude: 950 21' 57"
Rayleigh Coefficient:

High: 0.1126 km.
Low: 0.01139 km.

Camera
35 mm SLR Automatic Camera
133 mm lens, UV filter, winding system camera dateback,

mounting hardware
Programmable timing system

Film
Kodachrome ASA-25

Data Acquisition
The automatic camera was programmed to take three

exposures per day at 0900, 1200, and 1500 CST from
November 1, 1987 until April 6, 1989. A four time, dawn was
added on January 17,1989.
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Appendix B Target Codes For Qualitative Analysis. An
observer visually determined the target, sky and cloud
conditions. For combined codes:

target condition---4 --- clouds in remainder of sky
XXXX

sky behind target---t t--layered haze
Modified from Air Resource Specialists Inc.(1990)

CODE TARGET CONDITION
0 In shade, no snow

1 Direct sun, no snow

2 Snow on target
3 Target not visible due

S
8

haze
Weather obstructing target
Incorrect exposure or not

useable for densitometry

9 No observation

CODE 2 SKY IN TARGET AREA
0 No clouds
1 Clouds
5 Weather obstruCting sky

in target area
9 No observation or cannot

be
determined

CODE 3 REMAINDER OF SKY
0 No clouds
1 Scattered clouds < half

of sky
2 Overcast, clouds > half sky
5 Weather obstructing scene
9 No observation or cannot be

CODE 4, LAYERED HAZE
0 Non-perceptible
1 Ground-based haze only

2 Elevated layer only

3 Multiple layers

5 Weather obstructing Scene
9 No observation possible

CODE DESCRIPTO
No snow cover visible in target area and area is in shade due to
cloud shadow.
No snow cover visible in target area and area in generally in
sunlight.
Snow visible in target area regardless of lighting.
Target not detectable by observer due to atmospheric haze (not

clouds or precipitation).
Target not visible due to cloud or precipitation.
Incorrect exposure, improper lighting, lens flare, lens or window

condensation, or target obstructed by foreign object causing slide
to be unusable for a densitometer measurement.
No observation taken.

No clouds visible in target area.
Clouds behind target.
To be used if target code 5.

To be used with target code 8 or 9 if sky value cannot be

determined for reason other than weather obstruction

No cloud visible anywhere in the sky.
Less than half of the sky has clouds present

Greater than half of the sky has clouds present.
To be used with target code 5.
To be used with target code 8 or 9.

No layered haze boundary is perceptible.
Only a single-layered haze boundary is perceptible with the haze
layer extending to the surface.
An elevated layer with two boundaries is present ie. horizontal
plume.
More than a single ground-based or elevated layer is present.
This can be multiple ground-based layers or a combination.
Weather making layering imperceptible.
To be used with target code 8 or 9.
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Appendix C Sample Data Set

File L9

row date

1881101.
2881102.
3881103.
4881104.
5881105.
6881106.

time

900
900
900
900
900
900

cl

9
1
0
0
1
1

c2

9
1
1
1
0
1

c3 c4

9 9
1 0
2 0
2 0
0 0
2 I

humidity vis temp

100.0
84.7
87.6

2
12
10

74
73
76

row denredb denreds lexpredt lexpreds rcontrst rextinct

-0.464060
-0.443030
-0.412056
-0.607662
-0.560235

-0.429980-0.0754600
-0.429980-0.0295900
-0.398184-0.0314376
-0.416598-0.3559261
-0.457230-0.2111478

0.1883720i 19.71
0.2860180: 13.21
0.2797070, 13.50
0.0267599 106.42
0.0811629. 42.91

row dengrnt dengrns lexpgrnt lexpgrns gcontrst - gextinct gSVR

1
0.94
0.93
0.87
1.21
1.11

denblut

0.72
0.70
0.67
0.97
0.90

b\rlexps9

0.506439
0.568797
0.569659
0.639342,
0.735154

0.89
0.90
0.85
0.87
0.96

denblus

0.66
0.69
0.67
0.73
0.80

-0.451848-0.419314-0.0721768
-0.445482-0.425964-0.0439464
-0.405785-0.391941-0.0313729
-0.602143-0.405785-0.3637301
-0.550798-0.464380-0.1804374
lexpblut9 lexpblus9 bcontrst

-0.270243-0.217758-0.113832
-0. 253250 -0.244571-0.019786
-0.226829-0.226829 0.000000
-0.456270-0.266349-0.354229
-0.406225 -0. 336134-0.149040

b\rcntrst9

1.508513
0.668672
0.000000
0.995232
0.705856

b\rext9

0.19533025 19.05
0.24722650 15.21
0.28255334 13.37
0.02659561 106.90
0.09968635 35.67
bextinct bSVR

0.15047863
0.33410542

0.03203407
0.12233986

24.38
11.37

93.07
29.56

0.7988376
1.1681273

1.1970931
1.5073371

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.24
1.19
1.12
1.50
1 .42

1.16
1.16
1.09
1.13
1.22

rSVR

2
3
4
5
6

row

2
3
4
5
6

row

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Table D.1 Standard Visual Range High/Low Altitude
Comparison by Hour and Amount of Cloud Cover

I Hih... Low % Chane
Avg Avg

N SVR N SVRJ

Entire Data Set
no clouds present 94 88 87 77 -12
<half cloud cover 34 59 33 42 -29
>half cloud cover 291 35 282 30 -14
target obscured 95 5 96 5

total 514 40 498 34

Dawn
no clouds present 8 85 8 76 -11
<half cloud cover 5 19 5 11 -42
>half cloud cover 35 24 34 29 +21
target obscured 26 5 27 5

total (dawn) 74 23 74 24 +04

0900
no clouds present 20 84 16 78 -07
<half cloud cover 12 54 10 43 -20
>half cloud cover 74 31 62 28 -10
target obscured 38 5 39 5

total (0900) 144 33 127 28 -15

1200
no clouds present 30 90 29 70 -22
<half cloud cover 10 74 10 38 -49
>half cloud cover 91 36 92 28 -22
target obscured 17 5 _ 16 5

total (1200) 148 48 147 35 -27

1500
no clouds present 36 89 34 82 -08
<half cloud cover 7 74 8 62 -14
>half cloud cover 91 41 93 34 -17
target obscured 14 5 13 5

total (1500) 148 51 148 44 -14
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Table D.2 Standard Visual Range High/Low Altitude
Measurement Comparison by Hour and Cloud Layering

H-igh
avg I

N SVRJ

(kn) i

Low
avg I

N SVRj
(kin)..

% Change

Entire Data Set
No cloud layering
Ground base layer
Elevated cloud layer
Multiple cloud layer
Target obscured

Total

Dawn
No cloud layering
Ground base layer
Elevated cloud layer
Multiple cloud layer
Target obscured

Total (dawn)

0900
No cloud layering
Ground base layer
Elevated cloud layer
Multiple cloud layer
Target obscured

Total (0900)

1200
No cloud layering
Ground base layer
Elevated cloud layer
Multiple cloud layer
Target obscured

Total (1200)

1500
No cloud layering
Ground base layer
Elevated cloud layer
Multiple cloud layer
Target obscured

Total (1500)

335
75
1

12
91

514

27
20
0

25
74

71
30

1
6

36
144

117
13
0
2

16
148

120
12
0

14
148

49
45
63
33
5

40

22
49

15
5

23

44
41
63
35
5

33

323
71

1
10
92

497

25
22
0
2

26
75

61
24

1
4

37
127

53 116
32 13

0
28 2

5 16
45 147

55
65

49
5

51

121
12
0
2

13
148

42
39
39
26
5

34

30
40

9
5

24

43
29
39
19
5

28

39
33

23
5

35

47
61

61
5

44

-14
-13
-38
-21

-15

+36
-18

-40

+04

-02
-29
-38
-46

-15

-26
+03

-18

-22

-15
-06

+24

-14

A - l,- A . - MWVAIAWMI*W -A 41 -1- - ------ --- --- -- M ... ............... ................. ..... ---. ----
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Table D.3 Standard Visual Range High/ Low Altitude
Measurement Comparison of Ground-based Cloud Layer by Cloud
Coverage and Hour

---- --- -----

High
Avg

N SVRj
(km) I

Low
Avg

N SVR
(kin)

% hane

All Ground-based Clouds
No Clouds
< half cloud cover
> half cloud cover
Target obscured

Total

Dawn
No Clouds
< half cloud cover
> half cloud cover
Target obscured

Total (dawn)

0900
No Clouds
< half cloud cover
> half cloud cover
Target obscured

Total (0900)

1200
No Clouds
< half cloud cover
> half cloud cover
Target obscured

Total (1200)

1500
No Clouds
< half cloud cover
> half cloud cover
Target obscured

Total (1500)

29
15
28

3
75

7
3
9
1

20

9
8

11
2

30

7
2
4
0

13

6
2
4
0

12

61
48
32
5

45

94
21
28
5

49

47
62
27

5
41

26
14
27
4

71

7
3

10
2

22

6
7
9
2

24

37 7
35 2
23 4

0
3 .13

74 6
41 2
64 4

0
65 12

60
36
25
5

39

83
13
25

5
40

41
40
18

5
29

35
38
28

80
53
37

-02
-25
-22
+20
-13

-12
-38
-11

-18

-13
-35
-33

-29

-05
+09
+22

+03

+08
+29
-42

-06

----- ----- ------------ ..-l .............1 1-1 11 A.M.- - I .- .1-1 --.L-
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Table D.4 Standard Visual Range High/Low Altitude
Comparison When the Humidity Is Less Than 79% by Cloud
Layering

_-High j Low % Change
avgj avgj

N SVRI NSVRj
(km)L_ _(km) I

All Low Humidity Slides
No Cloud Layering 159 57 158 43 -25
Ground-based Cloud Layer 39 56 40 42 -25
Multiple Cloud Layers 6 31 5 21 -32
Target Obscured 3 5 0

Total 207 56 203 42 -25

Dawn
No Cloud Layering 5 32 5 32 00
Ground-based Cloud Layer 9 83 10 64 -23
Multiple Cloud Layers 2 15 2 9 -40
Target Obscured 0 0

Total (dawn) 16 59 17 48 -19

0900

No Cloud Layering 21 49 20 23 -54
Ground-based Cloud Layer 15 48 13 24 -50
Multiple Cloud Layers 2 37 1 18 -52
Target Obscured 0 0

Total (0900) 38 48 34 23 -53

1200

Total 76 56 74 35 -38

No Cloud Layering 65 61 64 36 -41

Ground-based Cloud Layer 7 33 9 31 -35
Multiple Cloud Layers 1 45 1 13 -35
Target Obscured 5 5

Total (1200) 76 56 74 35 -38

1500

No Cloud Layering 68 59 68 47 -20
Ground-based Cloud Layer 8 63 8 43 -32
Multiple Cloud Layers 1 33 1 51 +55
Target Obscured 1 5

Total (1500) 78 58 77 47 -21
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Table D.5 Standard Visual Range High/Low Altitude
Comparison When the Humidity Is More Than 79% by Cloud
Layering

High v
avg

N SVR
(km)

All High Humidity Slides
No Cloud Layering
Ground-based Cloud Layer
Multiple Cloud Layers
Target Obscured

Total

Dawn
No Cloud Layering
Ground-based Cloud Layer
Multiple Cloud Layers
Target Obscured

Total (dawn)

0900
No Cloud Layering
Ground-based Cloud Layer
Multiple Cloud Layers
Target Obscured

Total (0900)

1240
No Cloud Layering
Ground-based Cloud Layer
Multiple Cloud Layers
Target Obscured

Total (1200)

1500
No Cloud Layering
Ground-based Cloud Layer
Multiple Cloud Layers
Target Obscured

Total (1500)

107
16
3

49
176

21
10
0
25
56

37
4

0
44

22

0
25

26
0
0

13
39

23
20
24
5

18

19
18

5
12

26
26
30

27

23
19
11

22

22

Low
avg

N SVR
(km)

100
15
2

51
169

23
22
18
5

17

19 30
11 21

0
26 5
56 16

29
32
2
0

36

24
1
0
0

25

23
24
18

23

22
20

27 20
0
0

12 5
39 15

00
+10
-25

-06

+43
+16

+33

-13
-08
-66

-17

-05
+05

00

-10

-07

|
|

%Change
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Table D.6 Standard Visual Range High/Low Altitude
Comparison With Wind Speed and Wind Direction

HigLh Low % Chance
avg avg

N SVR N SVR
km) (km)

All Slides by Wind Direction
east 12 20 12 16 -20
north 19 41 18 46 +12

northeast 27 27 24 20 -26

northwest 18 65 15 62 - 5
calm 21 26 16 18 -31
south 13 27 11 18 -33

southeast 22 29 21 18 -38

southwest 5 24 4 22 - 9
west 2 53 2 84 +58

ANOVA significance level 0.17 0.01

Ground-based Cloud Layer by Wind Direction
east 1 5 1 5 NA
north 2 65 2 45 -31

northeast 7 39 6 21 -47

northwest 4 43 2 51 +18

calm 12 29 9 23 -21

south 1 77 1 66 -15

southeast 2 98 2 45 -55
southwest 0 0
west 0 0
ANOVA significance level 0.15 0.05

All Slides by Wind Speed in Km.
calm 21 26 16 18 -31

2 3 76 3 42 -45
9 59 34 51 28 -18

17 48 34 46 32 - 6

26 6 50 5 47 - 6
37 2 5 2 5 NA
ANOVA significance level 0.50 0.71

Ground-based Cloud Layer by Wind Speed in Km.
calm 12 29 9 23 -21
2 2 99 2 50 -50
9 14 44 11 32 -28

17 1 33 1 24 -28

ANOVA significance level 0.08 0.39
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